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This thesis focuses on privacy aspects of identification and key exchange
schemes for mobile social networks. In particular, we consider identification
schemes that combine wide area mobile communication with short range com-
munication such as Bluetooth, WiFi. The goal of the thesis is to identify possi-
ble security threats to personal information of users and to define a framework
of security and privacy requirements in the context of mobile social networking.
The main focus of the work is on security in closed groups and the procedures
of secure registration, identification and invitation of users in mobile social net-
works. The thesis includes an evaluation of the proposed identification and key
exchange schemes and a proposal for a series of modifications that augments
its privacy-preserving capabilities. The ultimate design provides secure and ef-
fective identity management in the context of, and in respect to, the protection
of user identity privacy in mobile social networks.




Det här examensarbetet handlar om personlig integritet, identifiering och
nyckelutbyte i mobila sociala nätverk. Speciellt adresserar vi dessa aspekter för
system som kombinerar mobil kommunikation med kort räckviddskommunika-
tion som Bluetooth och WiFi. Målet med detta arbete är att identifiera möjliga
säkerhetshot mot användarinformation och att ta fram ett ramverk för säkerhet
och krav på personlig integritet i mobila sociala nätverk. Tyngdpunkten i ar-
betet ligger på säkerhet i slutna grupper och förfaranden för säker registrering,
identifiering och inbjudan av användare i mobila sociala nätverk. I den här
rapporten ingår en utvärdering av de föreslagna identifierings- och nyckelut-
byteprotokollen, som tagits fram i ett tidigare skede, och förslag till förän-
dringar/förbättringar som förstärker den personliga integriteten. De föreslagna
lösningarna ger säker och effektiv identifikation utan att ge avkall på använ-
darens personliga integritet i mobila sociala nätverk.
Nyckelord:mobila sociala nätverk, identitet, säkerhet, personlig integritet,
identifikation, pseudonymer.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The chapter provides a short introduction to the topic of the thesis and the problems
which are addressed in the present work. The chapter gives a brief description of
the SWiN project which this thesis is a part of and defines the scope of the study.
1.1 SWiN project description
This Master’s thesis is a part of the research and development (R&D) project carried
out in collaboration between Ericsson, SICS and Sony Ericsson [SIC]. The project
addresses the security and privacy issues of identification of users in social wireless
networks.
The main initiative of the project is to combine traditional online social network-
ing with direct mode interactions with a particular focus on strong mechanisms for
identification and enrolment of users to "closed groups". To exemplify, a "closed
group" could be used in an enterprise or business networking context in order to
support electronically the interaction among employees within a company. Every
member of the group is connected through their personal mobile device such as
mobile or smart phone to a special mobile social networking portal which han-
dles document sharing, enables communication by means of instant messaging or
blogging etc. The illustrated concept of a "closed group" implies the existence of
restrictive and explicit membership rules. The fundamental prerequisite is that only
invited members can join the group and every new member must undergo a secure
registration and identification procedure before being allowed to join the group.
The registration and identification procedure can be triggered by another member
or the moderator of the group either through the network or based on direct short-
range wireless communication. According to the research direction of the SWiN
project, the mobile social networking in closed environments must provide a high
level of security to its members through guaranteeing that the following processes
are carried out in a secure way [SIC]:
• Secure registration of new users.
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• Secure identification and authentication of registered users.
• Secure authentication of group members.
• Secure invitation of new members supported by the existing network infras-
tructure or through the direct local wireless enrolment procedure carried out
between users in close vicinity.
By having as a starting point the described goals, the research project particularly
focuses on how to increase the protection of user privacy and personal integrity in
mobile social networks. The research project looks into the current secure identifica-
tion schemes and standardized federation methods and concentrates on the extent
to which these methods can be combined in order to provide a strong and scal-
able identity management framework. It also investigates a series of key exchange
methods suitable for creating security associations especially through direct wireless
interactions when the network connectivity is unavailable or temporarily lost. The
ultimate goal of the research project is the design and security analysis of the novel
identification and key exchange schemes though the combination and enhancement
of existing schemes. The verification of the proposed methods is done through the
implementation of these protocols in a prototype solution that supports a mobile
social network portal. The detailed description of the protocols is given in Chapter
4.
1.2 Research area
Mobile devices are becoming more and more ubiquitous. Being excellent tools for so-
cial interaction and communication, they extend traditional social networks to mo-
bile space and stimulate a rapid growth of so-called mobile social networks. Nowa-
days one can easily observe that popular social networks, such as Facebook [Fac11]
and Twitter [Twi11], gradually open up new functionality by moving into mobile
realm. At the same time, a number of native mobile social networks appear, such as
Foursquare [Fou11] and Gowalla [Gow11], which have a focus specifically on mobile
use and mobile communication. Mobile social networks hold extended functionality
realized by additional mobile technologies, such as short message services (SMS),
multimedia message services (MMS), location based services (LBS), etc., and wire-
less features which include proximity and direct-mode services. The protection
of user privacy in mobile social networks becomes an important field of study as
it directly affects the acceptance of these services. A special focus of the SWiN
project [SIC] is given to the protection of user privacy in the mobile social network
by providing effective and secure identity management.
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1.3 Research problem
The evolution of mobile social networks has a direction towards more sophisticated
ways of communication and interaction between users. On the other hand, it brings
new problems to be solved by mobile carriers, mobile manufacturers and service
providers. One of the main challenges to secure communication and interaction
in social wireless networks is the problem of user privacy protection. According
to [CB95], user privacy can be divided into three concepts: identity, location and
content privacy. The present thesis addresses the problem of identity privacy pro-
tection which is closely related to the problem of strong and secure identification of
users due to the fact that sensitive identity information is often transferred during
the procedures of user registration, authentication, invitation, etc. In order to pro-
tect identity privacy of users and prevent such attacks as identity theft and imper-
sonation, the work proposes a privacy enhancing mechanism to enhance the identity
management of the SWiN architecture design for a mobile social network [SIC]. The
approach is based on the introduction of user and group pseudonyms which would
allow for anonymity. The privacy preserving capability of the mobile social should
be increased without affecting the functionality and introducing extra burden to
users.
1.4 Research goals
The Master’s thesis project has two main objectives. The first objective is the se-
curity evaluation and analysis of existing identification protocols, and particularly
of the novel key exchange identification scheme proposed and implemented within
the R&D SWiN project [SIC]. The analysis with a focus on privacy preservation
capability is conducted both based on theoretical studies of academic and industry
publications and based on results carried out through practical experiments and
demonstrations of the novel solution. The second objective is to improve the iden-
tity management proposed by the initial SWiN design using a pseudonym-based
approach and to evaluate the ultimate design to determine the level of protection
of personal information of users in the enhanced mobile social network. The goals
of the thesis work can be summarized as follows:
1. To carry out an extensive theoretical study divided into major blocks. First,
to identify and study major privacy risks, threats and challenges which ex-
ist in the mobile social networking context. Second, to study mechanisms
and protocols for secure identification and key-exchange mechanisms for mo-
bile social networks, as well as protocols for carrying out secure invitations
for interaction based on various approaches, for example, based on physical
presence.
2. To prepare an evaluation of the initial SWiN secure identification design [SIC],
[Naw11] with special focus on privacy aspects of the design. To identify and
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summarize in a problem statement the privacy challenges related with identity
management residing in the initial design.
3. To propose modifications and extensions to the identification scheme with
a focus on increased identity privacy protection of users by looking closely
at identity and group handling procedures. The modifications are based on
introducing user and group pseudonyms to prevent the use of real identifiers
within the mobile social network.
4. To evaluate the final design that provides secure and effective identity man-
agement, while protecting user privacy in mobile social networks.
1.5 Audience
The expected audience of this research includes anyone in the mobile application
industry. First of all, the work should attract attention of mobile service providers
who are interested in mobile social networking technology and particularly in the
development of a new model for mobile social networking with a focus on its applica-
tion within "closed" user groups. Also, the results of this project should be beneficial
to mobile network operators that are eager to introduce to their subscribers new
functionality supporting mobile social networks, and of course to mobile manufac-
turers that plan to develop the "social middleware" in their mobile product devices.
Finally, the work also intends to draw the attention of mobile security research com-
munity to the novel scheme of identification in mobile social networks that combines
traditional online social networking with direct communication services.
1.6 Limitations
The present research work is mainly based on the evaluation of the previously pro-
posed identification scheme for a mobile social network [Naw11] with a focus on the
protection of user privacy and personal integrity. The main ambition is to address
so called "closed groups", a group of users in close vicinity actively interacting at
a specific moment of the time, that implies the existence of restrictive and explicit
membership rules. This thesis enumerates modifications and extensions to the cur-
rent design to optimize the identity management of the design and to improve its
privacy preserving capability. The thesis covers identity and group handling with
a goal towards the integration of the design with privacy enhancing technologies
(pseudonymity mechanisms) while leaving out such concerns as access control, cer-
tificate revocation, friend discovery mechanism, etc.
In addition, it is important to highlight that due to university requirements the
present document includes a compressed description of the theoretical background
(Chapter 3).
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1.7 Thesis organization
Chapter 1 introduces the topic and describes the motivation behind the research
work. Chapter 2 presents the research methodology used in this thesis. Chapter 3
forms a theoretical background of the thesis. It is based on the profound literature
study and gives an overview of important key concepts and protocols mentioned
in this work. Chapter 4 describes the initial secure identification design proposed
within the SWiN project [SIC]. Chapter 5 forms the problem statement of this
thesis. Chapter 6 includes the proposal for modifications to the existing design to
provide anonymity to users based on the introduction of user and group pseudonyms.
Chapter 7 is the evaluation of the ultimate design. Finally, Chapter 8 includes




The chapter describes the research methodology which was used in the thesis project.
The research methodology illustrated on Figure 2.1 has taken a qualitative ap-
proach. The qualitative research methods are used for the evaluation of a novel
privacy-preserving identification and key exchange protocol [SIC], [Naw11]. The
research exhibits why privacy considerations are important for secure identification
and authentication of users in social wireless networks and discusses how privacy
Figure 2.1: Research methodology
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and personal integrity of users can be protected in the proposed solution design.
The research starts with a definition of the research topic area and its signif-
icance. Selection and formulation of the research problem follows. The research
problem creates a number of research goals which are the steps that must be com-
pleted in order to archive the research objective of the thesis.
The input to the research process is the initial architecture design of the novel
identification and key exchange scheme carried out within the SWiN project [SIC].
The problem definition process consists of three stages. During the first stage,
a literature review is done. This embraces a thorough overview of related works
conducted within the research topic area during the last years, summary of key
concepts and mechanisms necessary to understand the architecture of the proposed
solution and a presentation of own reflections on the studied material. This stage
forms the theoretical background for carrying out the research. The next stage
is a construction of a framework of key security and privacy requirements which
should be met in the final version of the architecture design. The construction of
the framework is based on the literature studies. The final stage comprises the
review of the proposed secure identification design in order to determine a number
of possible modifications to the efficiency of the design. Figure 2.1 shows these
three stages as interconnected activities because they are not taken step by step
but instead are periodically intersecting phases.
The proposal for modifications, based on the defined problem statement, and
the evaluation of the updated design is the central part of the research process.
The evaluation together with conclusions is the ultimate outcome of the research
process. The remaining step of the research methodology is recommendations and
proposals for future research directions in the given research topic area.
Reporting of intermediate and final results has been done throughout the whole




The chapter provides an introduction to mobile social networks and presents key
concepts and technology which are used in or relevant to the privacy preserving pro-
tocol design specification of which is given in Chapter 4. The chapter starts with a
definition of traditional social networks, their types and privacy and security con-
cerns particularly associated with the current move of social networks into mobile
space. It covers a description of the secure identification and key exchange stan-
dard GAA for secure subscriber identification devices through USIM cards in mobile
networks and presents descriptions of several mechanisms for secure device paring
using a visual channel.
3.1 Overview of mobile social networks
The global social networking phenomenon is going forward at a steady gait. Most
of us are used to start the day with checking the last news by surfing news feeds in
favourite social networks. One must admit that social networks became a part of
our everyday lives and they completely changed the manner we communicate with
each other and the way we spend our time in the Internet. At the same time social
networks affected the "online privacy landscape". People who in real life are very
unlikely to be more than mere acquaintances may be friends in social networks,
sharing information which in real life they would never reveal to each other. But it
does not stop here. Social networks increasingly move to mobile space introducing
ubiquitous access to services and new ways for social interaction between users.
This migration promotes the mobile social networking but inevitably introduces
new security and privacy concerns for users who use their mobile communication
devices to participate in the mobile social networking. Lately social networks and
particularly mobile social networks have formed a popular field of studies and active
research area.
Next, an overview of various approaches to privacy analysis in social networks
is given, as well as privacy challenges related to the move of social networks into
the mobile space are discussed. The section provides a brief analysis on different
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architectures of social networks and gives a description of several research projects
related to the study. Legal aspects of mobile social networking are also emphasized.
Finally, the section provides a summary on major privacy risks and threats in the
context of mobile social networking.
3.1.1 Privacy in social networks
To begin with, social network sites are defined as "web-based services that allow
individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system,
(2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3)
view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the
system" [BE10]. In case of mobile social networks individuals converse and connect
with each other using their mobile devices, such as mobile or smart phones. From
the very beginning, the research community draw attention to privacy challenges
in social networks. Social networking sites are known to encourage their users to
share personal and identity-related information. The information can include such
details about a person as their home address, phone number, email address and other
attributes, e.g. religion, political affiliations, personal activities, social relations, etc.
By examining the pieces of personal information it can be possible to learn enough
about an individual and to reconstruct a good picture of the person’s identity. If
this information is leaked it can lead to an identity theft, personal embarrassment or
fraudulent activities against the user. Users tend to believe that only their friends
can access their personal information while as a matter of fact the information
can be accessible by other entities involved in the SNS, i.e. other non-friend users,
third-party advertisers, personal data aggregators or external application providers.
If any of these entities do have bad intentions, it leads to privacy risks for the users.
Researchers consider several reasons of privacy risks in social networks. Ac-
cording to [Ros07], social networking sites have introduced new forms of social
communication processes which as a result changed the social behaviour of people
who use these networks. Often people disclose pieces of personal information either
while being unaware of doing it or while being unconcerned or unfamiliar with the
consequences that it could entail. The paper also highlights that privacy control
mechanisms are often inadequate and lack flexibility and ease of use.
The work [ZSZF10] provides a thorough analysis of privacy conflicts that may
exist in SNS. The authors create a special framework for assessing security and
privacy of an online social networks (OSN) based on the analysis of common OSN
functionalities and existing architecture types for social networking (i.e. client-
server versus P2P architecture). The authors conclude that design conflicts emerge
in the collision between security and privacy concerns on the one hand and the
original goals of OSNs, namely usability and sociability, on the other hand [ZSZF10].
The study [KW08] focuses particularly on the flow of information that exists
among social networking sites, third-party servers, external applications and other
web sites. In the context of the study the authors perform two experiments that
show that 1) social networks tend to have quite permissive default privacy settings
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and 2) the use of third-party domains by popular social networks is high. The former
can be exemplified by saying that when a new user registers in Facebook certain
default privacy settings are enabled. For example, "Public search" (allows the user’s
profile to appear in search engine results) and "Instant personalization" (displays
the user’s activity on partner websites to the user’s friends who visit these sites)
are turned on by default [weba]. The later underlines the pervasive tracking of user
activity by third-party domains. Facing these facts, the authors define the privacy
problem as the problem of appropriate access to the information. There is a lack of
awareness among users regarding who has access to their personal information and
what information exactly is shared. The authors thus enumerate so-called privacy
bits (pieces of personal information, namely a thumbnail profile, greater profile, list
of friends, user generated content and comments) and create a mechanism to define
the bare minimum of private information which is needed for a particular interaction
[KW08]. For example, if an external application requires more than the default set
of privacy bits for interaction then the user is notified and the user decides if the
application is allowed to access the information requested in excess of the allowable
privacy bits and optionally set the duration if access is granted. The described
solution can be implemented as a web browser extension.
A number of works discuss privacy practices and policies in social networks. The
work [BP09] provides a comprehensive evaluation of security and privacy policies
of a selection of social networking sites using a set of outlined criteria. The authors
bring up a discussion about the incompatibility problems with mobile web browsers
and mobile devices which have a bad effect on privacy practices. The main conclu-
sion of this work is that providers of social networking services still fail in providing
the users with sufficient privacy control and regulating the dynamics of privacy in
social networks. The work defines "the increasing privacy salience phenomenon" as
an urgent need for increasing privacy protection of users and raising privacy aware-
ness among them. Finally, the authors underline that it is important to promote
privacy by offering clear and user-friendly interfaces of the services so that users can
explicitly see what personal information they share and what parties have access to
it.
A number of researchers try to define and improve privacy protection in existing
popular online social networks. For example, NOYB [GTF08] is an approach which
can be implemented into existing social networks, e.g. Facebook [Fac11], through
installing a special web browser plug in. The method preserves user privacy by
means of partitioning private information of a user into atoms, then encrypting
each atom of information and finally substituting it with another user’s atom from
the same class of atoms. Substitution is done pseudo-randomly by selecting an atom
which index is the index of the initial user’s atom encrypted using the symmetric
key. A special key management protocol distributes keys to only authorized users
who are allowed to view private information. For example, assume that a social
network stores the following four pieces of information about each registered user:
name, sex, age, home town. Consider that Alice’s profile information is partitioned
into two atoms (Alice, female) and (20, London). The atoms are first encrypted
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and then are substituted with atoms that correspondingly belong to users Bob and
Carol. In the end, Alice’s profile would look like (Bob, male) and (19, New York)
and only authorized users, e.g. Alice’s friends, would be able to reverse encrypting
and retrieve real user information. However, while this approach protects the private
data of user, it does not protect relation links between users.
3.1.2 Social networking architectures
While some researchers strive to improve privacy protection in existing popular so-
cial networks built in a centralized way, others study architectures of social networks
and focus on introducing new models to embed user privacy protection in the de-
sign. Several recent papers are dedicated to analysis of social network architecture
as a topology of the underlying network components.
The ultimate goal of PeerSon [BSVD09], Safebook [CMS10] and Diaspora [SGSZ]
projects is to create a light-weighed privacy-preserving distributed platform for so-
cial networking. The solutions prevent privacy violations and ensure privacy protec-
tion of users. The distributed approach makes it possible to create a self-organized,
decentralized and at the same time scalable social networks, as well as helps to
mitigate several privacy problems, for example to reduce the risk of compromising
and exploiting for monetary revenue the user information which is stored centrally
in traditional client-server social networks.
PeerSon project
The PeerSon project [BSVD09] proposes a peer-to-peer (P2P) infrastructure for
privacy-preserving social network. The project applies the P2P approach in order to
replace the centralized authority that exists in traditional online social networking.
The PeerSoN approach is enhanced with encryption and access control mechanisms
which aim to solve the privacy problem related with the weak protection of user
data against access by unintended entities such as providers of OSNs, third-party
advertisers or external applications providers. In PeerSoN users can encrypt their
personal information and content as well as control who has access to it. The system
implies the existence of an adequate key sharing and distribution mechanisms. The
system also supports direct communication between peers (to be precise between
devices which peers use to communicate) to enable communication during the pe-
riods when Internet connectivity is temporarily lost or unavailable, i.e. enabling
delay-tolerant networking. To summarize, the PeerSon approach is based on three
key principles: decentralization, encryption and direct data exchange.
In order to identify peers in the network each peer must have a unique identifier.
The authors propose to use either the hashed value of the user’s email address or
to use the public key as a GUID (Global Unique identifier). The main assumption
of the PeerSoN approach is the availability of a PKI which provides a means to
distribute public keys in the network, to verify and revoke them. At the moment
the project members work on reducing this assumption.
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Figure 3.1: Three components of Safebook [CMS10].
Safebook project
Safebook [CMS10] is another attempt to create a distributed P2P social network.
The research group proposes a solution which is based on three architectural com-
ponents: a trusted identification service, a peer-to-peer substrate and so called ma-
tryoshkas. The trusted identification service enables authentication and provides a
unique identifier to each user of Safebook. The P2P substrate consists of all the
nodes of the network and provides a decentralized global data access or in other
words lookup service. Finally, matryoshkas are special structures which provide
end-to-end confidentiality and enable distributed data storage with privacy preser-
vation. The matryoshka structure is created for each user. The user is the core of
the matryoshka and shells of the matryoshka denote the layers of trust and contain
nodes of trusted contacts. The nested shells of a matryoshka structure thus provide
hop-by-hop trust model. Only trusted contacts of the user can reveal the identity
of the user and link the IP address to the user identifier. The fundamental assump-
tion of this approach is the trust relationship between peers and trust placed in the
identification service. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the basic components of Safebook
architecture and communication links between them.
Diaspora project
Diaspora project [SGSZ] has a status of a proposal and is currently under de-
velopment by a group of students at New York University’s Courant Institute of
Mathematical Science. At the moment, not many details about the technical spec-
ification of the approach are available.Diaspora is positioned as an open, privacy
aware and personally-controlled social network. The idea of the approach is that
all the content of a user remains on the personal server which the user runs (for
example, on the personal computer). Thus, all the content belongs to the user
and is personally controlled by them. In a nutshell, Diaspora provides a way for a
user to set up their own server ("Pod"). A "Pod" can host a number of Diaspora
accounts ("Seeds"). The user can create and manage multiple "Aspects" within a
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Figure 3.2: The architecture of Diaspora [Wik].
"Seed". "Aspects" are in fact groups of the user’s friends defined by the user. The
concept of "Aspects" is similar to the concept of groups, for example in Facebook.
If user A assigns user B to Aspect X then user B can only view the content of user
A available to Aspect X. Users on different seeds can interact and share any social
data such as updates, status messages, pictures or videos. According to the security
model of the approach, users are given the control of who can access their content
and all communication including the message traffic is encrypted with a symmetric
key. Three different levels of security are defined as None (posts are not encrypted
and available to anyone), Low (posts are encrypted on request)and High (all posts
are encrypted) [Wik].
Figure 3.2 is a diagram that demonstrates the architecture of Diaspora. Here
Web Client is an HTTP interface built into pods which allows users to easily connect
to their seeds remotely from anywhere. Secure Client is an alternative to the Web
Client and allows advanced secure communication.
Encryption of posts within an aspect (group of users) is done according to the
following scheme [Wik]:
1. a random key (RK) is generated for the aspect
2. the post is encrypted with the random key: enc(RK, msg)
3. for each recipient Rn, RK is encrypted with their public key: enc(pub(Rn),
RK)
4. the encrypted key is sent to each recipient
In this scheme however is not clear what happens in case a friend joins or leaves a
group and how the problem of backward and forward confidentiality is solved.
Nevertheless the distributed manner of social networks remains the biggest chal-
lenge for these projects to deal with. In particular, the challenges of P2P social are
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outlined in [BD09] and mainly include questions regarding the storage of data, syn-
chronization mechanisms, topology structure, search mechanisms, integration with
other sites and applications, security, connectivity and other issues related with P2P
nature of social networks, etc.
As it is discussed later in Chapter 4, the architecture for the mobile social
network proposed within the SWiN project combines both centralized and decen-
tralized approaches to social networking. On the one hand, such procedures as user
registration and group invitation activation are done centrally, by the Mobile Social
Network Portal being a central authority. On the other hand, users of the mobile
social network should be able to interact with each other even when the connection
to the central portal is unavailable. For example, users should be able to invite each
other to groups, i.e. issue and transfer group invitations, through direct mode com-
munication like Bluetooth, WiFi or NFC. The study of the projects listed above is
important to understand the problems related with each approach to build a social
network, be it centralized or decentralized. Key sharing mechanisms, encryption
schemes and user identity choice mentioned above are also among the challenges to
be solved by the members of the SWiN.
3.1.3 Ubiquitous mobile computing
The mobile Internet becomes ubiquitous rendering applications like social network-
ing anywhere, any time and with any device. Today (as of August 2011) the total
number of active users in Facebook is 500 million [webb]. Below is the extract from
Facebook statistics page which has a separate section about the mobile users of
Facebook:
• There are more than 250 million active users currently accessing Facebook
through their mobile devices.
• People that use Facebook on their mobile devices are twice as active on Face-
book than non-mobile users.
• There are more than 200 mobile operators in 60 countries working to deploy
and promote Facebook mobile products.
The above mentioned facts mark the popularity growth of mobile social networks
and their use among users. Nowadays one can easily observe that such top social
networking sites like Facebook [Fac11] and Twitter [Twi11] gradually open up new
functionality by moving into mobile realm. The major task of these sites is to catch
up with developing and improving functionality of social networking services in order
to adapt them for the access and use by means of mobile devices. At the same time,
a number of native mobile social networks appear, such as Foursquare [Fou11] and
Gowalla [Gow11], which focus specifically on mobile use and mobile communication.
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3.1.4 Towards mobile social networks
This section describes a number of models which were proposed for mobile social
networking at different times. Many of these mobile social networks applications
gained success and wide popularity among users of mobile and smart phones and
support from industry.
Dodgeball mobile social network
It is worth starting from the beginning of mobile social networking. One of the
first mobile social networks was Dodgeball founded in 2000 by Dennis Crowley in
the United States, then later on acquired by Google in 2005, and finally replaced
with Google Latitude in 2009 [Tim]. Dodgeball was a pioneering project but it was
not a GPS-based mobile social network. Instead, a user could "check-in" by means
of sending short text messages with the current location to the central Dodgeball
service which then could distribute this information among the user’s friends by
sending out notification text messages. More details about it can be found in the
case study [Hum07].
Serendipity project
In 2004 a group of researchers at MIT Media Lab proposed to mobilize the so-
cial software by introducing an infrastructure that combined the existing mobile
communication with the wireless connectivity functionality of mobile devices, e.g.
Bluetooth [EP05]. The idea of Serendipity project was to facilitate the interaction
between physically proximate users. The architecture contained a central server
which stored user profiles with user preferences in a format that was used back in
2004 on social networking sites such as Match.com and LinkedIn.com. Each user
profile had to be linked to a unique Bluetooth hardware address (BTIDs) of the
corresponding user mobile device. In order to start using the application, a user
had to register the BTID (Bluetooth identifier) of their mobile device, link it to
their online profile and turn the device into visible mode. When the Serendipity
application was running it was able to detect visible proximate mobile devices with
the use of BlueWare application designed and implemented by the same research
group. BlueWare ran passively in the background of mobile phones and could detect
a nearby mobile device, record the information about the newly discovered device
in the proximity log and then send the BTID of this device to the central server.
Once the central server received the BTID value it could then be able to link it
to the corresponding online profile if this user was already registered and calculate
the similarity index by extracting and comparing the information about the two
users’ interests. If the calculated index value was above the pre-defined threshold
then the users received anonymous messages notifying that there was a person with
similar interests nearby. Both users had to reply with confirmation to these noti-
fications in order to be able to start exchanging the personal information. Finally
the users could continue the interaction in real life by, for example, arranging a
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Figure 3.3: The WhozThat infrastructure [BGA+08].
meeting point through the messages. The Serendipity project mainly focused on
dating and business purposes. The application was implemented and deployed by a
group of students who used the application within the university campus. However
since 2005 the project was suspended and no further development was undertaken.
WhozThat project
WhozThat [BGA+08] is a mobile social network proposed by a group of researchers
from University of Colorado at Boulder in 2008. The proposed system is similar to
Serendipity [EP05] however it is different in a way that users in fact exchange real
social networking IDs instead of Bluetooth identifiers by means of direct wireless
communication (e.g. Bluetooth or WiFi). After two users exchange the social
networking IDs, they are able to lookup the corresponding identity profiles of each
other at OSN sites, for example Facebook or LinkedIn. Finally when they receive
the information about each other such as interests or music tastes, it is easier for
them to meet and communicate in reality. The main idea of WhozThat system is to
bring the information from online social networking sites to the local social physical
networking, thus enriching the local social interaction between people. Within the
project the authors also propose a context-aware service, namely a music player
(jukebox) in a bar which is able to adapt the song playlist based on the tastes of
people who are in the bar at the moment. The WhozThat system is shown on
Figure 3.3. The WhozThat infrastructure supports:
1. Local context/aware services, such as a music jukebox which adapts the
playlist based on the tastes of persons through their advertised social IDs
though mobile devices,
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2. Multihop relaying, and
3. Gateway services which can be used to offload complex, compute-intensive,
and memory-intensive operations off from mobile devices to the gateway.
The mobile devices can also support multihop relaying. The mobile devices
are supposed to be able to establish the connection to the Internet through cellu-
lar telecommunication technology such as EDGE, UMTS, GPRS, HSDPA, 3G or
through WiFi/WiMAX.
The exchange of social networking identifiers in WhozThat system is done in
clear text [BGA+08], which obviously raises security and privacy issues for the users
of this system. Either the users must consent broadcasting their social networking
IDs or, which is more favorable, there should exist mechanisms that provide user
anonymity. In addition, in order to prevent spoofing attacks some kind of authen-
tication is needed prior contacting the social networks for retrieving the personal
information. To enhance the security of WhozThat the authors propose modifi-
cations to the design of the system and introduce an intermediate identity server
(IS) which is assumed to be a trusted and secure network element. The IS gener-
ates Anonymous identifier (AID) for each mobile device which participate in the
networking. The AID is a SHA-1 cryptographic value calculated with a 16-byte
random salt value. Each AID is associated only with one mobile device, however
a device can request multiple AIDs in order to advertise itself to multiple local
services at the same time. Prior the participation all mobile device must sign up
in order to obtain a user account at IS, the user provides the social networking ID
such as Facebook profile id and receives back a username and password to access
the IS. The mobile device is then possible to authenticate itself to the IS by means
of the username and password securely stored in the mobile device. After the de-
vice is authenticated with the IS the IS cab access the users AID, device location,
social networking ID. Usually the AID timeout is 30 sec that it prevent from replay
attacks. The resources stored at the IS support HTTP methods and each HTTP re-
quest is encoded using JSON (RFC 4627 [Cro06]). The communication between the
mobile device and IS is done through HTTPS protocol. The access to resources is
authenticated using HTTP basic access authentication RFC 2617 [FHBH+99]. The
main assumptions of authors is that devices use a secure positioning system, for
example SPINE [CH06]. The weak point in this design is the IS, which is the point
of failure. The modified design of WhozThat that supports anonymous identifier
through the introduction of Identity Server is presented on Figure 3.4.
Popular mobile social networks
The mobile application development is a very active arena. From the mid 2000s
onwards mobile devices become ubiquitous and social networking applications are
created to be accessed by mobile phones. The developers of mobile applications
actively focus on making use of 1) location based services (LBS) which can be
accessed with mobile devices and allow to retrieve the geographical location of the
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Figure 3.4: The WhozThat system with support for anonymous IDs [BGH09].
device, and 2) Internet access over cellular networks and WiFi networks. Some
of the currently popular mobile social networks are Loopt1, Gowalla2, Brightkite3,
GyPSii4, Foursquare5, Gbanga6, etc. Interaction with friends in local proximity and
invitation of friends to explore new places and venues together becomes a common
feature of all these sites.
3.1.5 Extended functionality of mobile social networks
As mentioned before the move of social networking into mobile space signifies the
introduction of new means and channels for communication and interaction among
users. Mobile social networks hold extended functionality realized by additional
mobile technologies, such as location based services (LBS), short message services
(SMS), multimedia message services (MMS), etc., and wireless features which in-
clude proximity and direct-mode services. On the one hand, with all this technology
it is clear that the evolution of mobile social networks has a direction towards more
sophisticated ways of communication and interaction between users. On the other
hand, it brings new problems to be solved by mobile carriers, mobile manufacturers
and service providers. Below is overview of major privacy aspects of location-based
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Location-based services
Location-based services (LBSs) are services which are accessed by mobile devices
through a cellular network and able to track the position of users and to provide
specific information to users based on their locations [VMG+01]. LBSs are widely
used in mobile social networks such as Foursquare [Fou11], Gowalla [Gow11] and
GyPSii [GyP11]. For example, a user with a mobile device can explore the neigh-
bourhoods or to locate her friends in the close vicinity in order to explore new places
together.
Recently much research in the field of LBSs has been carried out with a focus to
provide protection of privacy to users. Research efforts mainly improve the under-
lying system architecture or propose new disclosure-control techniques. Techniques
which support location anonymity are proposed in [GG03] and [CM07].
As it is outlined in Section 1.1 the ambition of the SWiN project is to have a
mobile social network which functionality covers location based services. Although a
vast study was carried out about privacy issues of location based services for mobile
social networks, this report does not include it due to the absence of direct relevance
with the design modifications described in Chapter 6. The present study deals with
design modifications in order to have support for user and group pseudonym within
the mobile social network, however it does not deal with pseudonyms in the context
of location based services.
Direct wireless communication
Another opportunity for users of mobile social networks is that they can combine
traditional web based social networking with direct local wireless communication,
e.g. via Bluetooth or WiFi connection. For instance, direct interaction can be used
in order to detect existing members in the neighbourhood or to ease the process of
membership through introducing new ways of joining a group or community based
on physical presence. Functionality of direct wireless communication available on
mobile devices significantly extends the usability of social networking. However,
with the advent of this combination, the process of establishing security associ-
ations should be reconsidered and improved. The document [WF08] presents a
key management scheme that combines traditional social networking security as-
sociation establishment with security association creation via direct local wireless
communication enabled in mobile devices. Several security pairing protocols for
device authentication are described in Section 3.2.2.
Other technology
It is also possible to track users or provide information services based on RFID
technology. In traditional approach to RFID technology readers are considered to
be stationary and tags are considered to be mobile (for example, RFID tagged items
in a supermarket and gates at the entrance). By integrating RFID technology in
mobile telecommunication services tags become stationary and readers (which are
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integrated in the mobile devices) become mobile [Sei05]. Service providers can
provide information on objects equipped with RFID tags over a telecommunication
network [Sei05]. The only main requirement is that a RFID reader must be installed
in a mobile device, although it is also possible to introduce applications where a
mobile phone can be both a tag and a reader at the same time. Integrating RFID
functionality into mobile devices extends the use of RFID technology and introduces
RFID-enhanced social networking. The privacy issues and security requirements of
RFID technology is discussed in [KSK03], [MW04] and [WSRE03].
Another, recently appeared interesting technology is called Bump7. The appli-
cation enables sharing of information such as personal contacts or media files by
means of a simple bumping of two mobile devices. There is no technical specifica-
tion available for this technology and it is not totally clear how it is implemented.
However, the technology requires that the mobile devices have access to the Inter-
net (3G or WiFi) and that location services be turned on. The idea is that when a
mobile device bumps another mobile device, the sensors of the first device feel the
act of "bumping", prepares the information for the transfer information and sends
it to a central matching server. The special matching algorithm at the same time
identifies the candidate mobile device that is supposed to receive these data based
again on sensors of another device and define the route between two phones. Thus,
the geo-location is used to define the device pairs. The second mobile device finally
receives the data destined to it from the central matching server over the Internet,
not locally via Bluetooth [Bum11].
3.1.6 Legal issues in social networking (EU&US)
The legal framework surrounding Information and Communications Technology is
a continuously evolving area of law. The framework is still unsettled but legislation
is in motion and a number of directives have already been adopted by the US and
EU. The main goal of the directives is to ensure that personal information is not
used or disclosed in a way so that it violates personal integrity of individuals. They
focus is on defining the types of processing which are allowed and the requirements
which should be fulfilled. However the national legislation is always required to give
legal effect to the principles of the directives described next.
With the widespread use of social networking legal institutions pay more atten-
tion to the new legal issues which constantly arise. These issues include dealing
with users’ privacy, protection of intellectual property, criminal activities, liability,
etc. In the global context the concept of privacy is defined as the ability of an
individual to control who has access to their personal information and is consid-
ered to be one of the fundamental human rights protected by the legislation [Nat].
Providing users more control over their personal information can help in archiving
privacy protection in social networks. However, the social networking sites such as
Facebook [Fac11] keep on being criticized for not giving users the absolute right to
7Bump Technologies, http://bu.mp/
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choose who can view their profiles and access their personal data, thus intensifying
the debates around the protection of privacy which is mainly concerned with the
appropriate collection and processing of the personal data.
One of the most important European directives in regard to processing of per-
sonal information is Directive 95/46/EC also known as Data Protection Directive.
The document regulates the handling of personal information by organizations in
EU countries. It defines a number of concepts and introduces rules and guidelines
for processing personal data. The definitions used to describe the legal issues of the
processing of personal data follow.
1. According to Article 2 of the directive, personal data is defined as "any infor-
mation relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (’data subject’);
an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in
particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more fac-
tors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social
identity". For example, information such as name, address, telephone number,
fingerprints, email address, IP address, etc. are considered to be personal in-
formation. In addition, racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs, health or sex life, information about friendships, group
memberships and other affiliations fall under the category of sensitive infor-
mation in Article 8.
2. Processing of personal data is "any set of operations which is performed upon
personal data, whether or not by automatic means, such as collection, record-
ing, organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation,
use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available,
alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction" as it is defined in
Article 2.
3. Data controller is a body (e.g. a person, public authority, agency, etc.) who
"determines the purposes and means of processing".
4. Data processor is a body (e.g. a person, public authority, agency, etc.) who
is expected to execute and implement the instructions of the controller and
processes personal data on behalf of the controller.
Obligations and responsibilities are mainly imposed on the data controller. For
example, Article 7 states one of the important criteria for legitimate data processing
is that personal data may be processed only if the data subject has explicitly and
unambiguously given the prior consent. According to Article 17, the data controller
must "implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect per-
sonal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alteration,
unauthorized disclosure or access". However when it comes to social networking the
concept of the data controller is a very complicated and debatable issue. The prob-
lem is that not only providers of social networking sites such as Facebook [Fac11]
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and Twitter [Twi11], but also third parties and users who post information in these
networks are regarded as data controllers. Thus, all three groups together in fact
constitute the data controller and must adhere to the legal rules laid down under
the directive. Among other issues described in the directive are the rights of the
data subject, such as the right of an individual to request the data controller for
information about the type and amount of personal data processed about him or
her, and rectification and erasure of personal data stipulated in Article 12.
Another important document is Directive 2002/58/EC also known as Directive
on Privacy and Electronic Communication. The main scope of the directive is the
processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the sector of electronic
communications. For example, the directive requires the provision of confidentiality
of the communications in Article 5 and the protection against spam in Article 13.
Finally Directive 2006/24/EC or Data Retention Directive has a goal to har-
monize the regulations regarding the retention of traffic data for the purposes of
investigation, detection and prosecution of serious crime. The directive defines the
categories of data that should be retained. It also defines that interceptions are
allowed only by authorized entities and only in cases which involve certain crime.
The US has no comprehensive legislation in regard to the treatment of data
protection or privacy issues. The most important documents are Privacy Act of
1974, Computer Matching and Privacy Act and Safe Harbour Principles. The later
document was developed after the introduction of Directive 95/46/EC as a need to
meet EU standard requirements. As a matter of fact, Europe and the United States
have different approaches to dealing with privacy issues especially in the electronic
communication sector. While EU takes a strong regulatory approach, the US is
more considerate towards keeping the balance between business demands and data
protection. For example, US does not demand from organizations to obtain explicit
consent from users before processing personal information as it is required by the
European legislation.
As a result, the difference in laws in different countries can act against the
harmonization in the field of privacy protection to users of social networks. The
conflicts in legislation can have a serious impact on solving crime cases. For example,
if an adversary and a victim come from different countries the legislation between
which is not harmonized then the court might advocate for the accused one rather
than the victim. An interesting fact, is that even though Facebook is founded in the
US it must adhere to EU laws in respect to privacy rules as it targets the European
audience [ZDN11]. Finally, debates are also held around the issue on who possesses
the content of social networks.
The discussion above highlights the need to take into consideration the legal
aspects while designing a mobile social network. Protection of personal information
of users becomes an increasing concern and one of the pressing legislative plans. As
a result, it is advisable to embed legislative compliance within the system during the
design phase rather than to introduce necessary changes to meet legal requirements
at later stages of the project.
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3.1.7 Major privacy threats in mobile social networking
According to [CB95], three levels of privacy can be identified. Identity privacy is
concerned with hiding the identity of a user. Location privacy is concerned with
hiding the location of a user. Content privacy is concerned with keeping user data
safe. Content privacy is related to confidentiality and can be often achieved by
means of encryption. It is important to determine which type of user information
can be revealed during each procedure supported by the functionality of a mobile
social network and how all three levels of privacy can be achieved. The present
Master’s thesis work addresses and discusses mechanisms for protecting the identity
privacy of users, leaving location and content privacy protection outside the scope
of this work.
User identity is a unique representation of the information about an individual
and may consist of several pieces of information about this individual known as
identity attributes or identifiers. Identity management of a system is always a
complex and challenging issue to solve. On the one hand, identity attributes can be
used to facilitate such procedures as user authentication or access control decisions,
but on the other hand, identity attributes often contain sensitive user information
and thus need to be protected.
The recent documents of ENISA look closely at security and privacy risks re-
lated with identity management [CDFH+11] and particularly mobile identity man-
agement [PrB+10] in online communities. The studies propose recommendations
how to address the challenges and promote technologies that serve the purpose to
protect privacy.
According to the ENISA document [PrB+10] that enumerates major risks and
threats to mobile identity management and the study [Kum10] on privacy risks and
threats in social networks, a mobile social network is subject to the following major
privacy and security threats:
1. Identity theft: A form of fraud in which an adversary pretends to be some-
one else. The cheating is possible if the adversary gets access to personal
information, for example, stored on the victim’s mobile device. Personal in-
formation may include credentials, encryption keys or biometric data. The
risk emphasizes the need for secure identification mechanisms to prevent im-
personation.
2. Eavesdropping: The act of secretly listening to a private conversation with-
out the consent of its participants. In mobile context, transfer of data using
Bluetooth technology is especially a subject to attacks by eavesdroppers.
3. Surveillance and stalking: An unauthorized monitoring to reveal pieces
of personal information. The threat is especially relevant to location based
services.
4. Phishing: An attempt to acquire pieces of sensitive information by mas-
querading as a trusted entity.
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5. Profiling: An attempt to reconstruct a victim’s profile based on the obtained
pieces of information.
6. Man in the middle attacks: An attack in which an adversary operates
as a middle entity in connection between a mobile device and some trusted
services. Man in the middle attack can be used to monitor user activity or
even to perform an identity theft.
7. Information modification: An intended change of important information
in storage or in transfer.
8. Redundant information collection: A collection of additional user private
information, e.g. by service providers, which is not necessary to offer a service.
9. Malware and spyware: Vulnerable software installed on a mobile device
which can collect pieces of information, e.g. address and telephone books.
10. Inadequate device resources: A risk caused by the problem that strong
algorithms, for example, for authentication or encryption, demand higher pro-
cessing power and might become a challenge to mobile devices with limited
resources.
11. Threats to protocols: Potential vulnerabilities and problems of the proto-
cols enabling the mobile social network.
12. Lack of user awareness: A challenge related to the need for education
users. Users themselves often do not realize to which extent it is normal
to share personal information with other users in the network or even with
the service provider. The problem also closely deals with challenges to offer
user-friendly mechanisms to users, such as privacy mechanisms, to effectively
control the amount of information they share in the network.
Specific threats to privacy in a mobile social network can be determined by
carrying out a risk analysis.
identity privacy requirements for mobile social networks
The main privacy requirements for mobile social networks that focus on the protec-
tion of sensitive identity information of users can be summarized as follows:
1. Users must be registered before they start using the mobile social network.
2. Registration of new users must be carried out in a secure way.
3. Multiple registration of the same physical entity shall not be allowed.
4. The system must check against duplicated personal information upon regis-
tration of a new user to prevent profile phishing attacks.
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5. Automated registration of users must be detected and blocked.
6. All users must be securely authenticated to the provider.
7. The provider must be securely authenticated to all users.
8. Users must be able to mutually authenticate each other in order to protect
themselves against communication with fake or spoofed profiles.
9. All communication channels must be securely cryptographically protected
against unauthorized disclosure.
10. Anonymity or unlinkability techniques must be introduced where possible in
order to conceal communication relationships.
11. The provider must assure that no confidential information is shared with other
parties.
3.2 Identification and key exchange schemes
One of the main challenges to secure communication and interaction in mobile
social networks is the problem of strong and secure identification of users in such
networks. The consequences, in case of failure, may lead to serious risks for users’
identity information. Secure identification and authentication is mainly related to
the establishment of security associations for the following communication along
the secure channel.
The next section given an overview of protocols enabling the SWiN mobile social
network. The SWiN design described in Chapter 4 is based on the 3GPP’s standard
for secure authentication of users and employs a device pairing protocol for mutual
authentication between mobile device during direct mode communication. The
GAA standard and an overview of two device pairing protocols, namely MANA
and ViDPSec, is described below. The section also provides a description of two
security token models for representing user authentication and authorization data,
i.e. X.509 certificate standard and SAML assertion format.
3.2.1 Generic Authentication Architecture
The use of social networks on mobile phones, just like other mobile services, requires
strong authentication. One approach is that the owners of mobile phones have
credentials for each service they access. Often it is simply a combination of a
username and password which apart from inconvenience to users, also brings a
number of security problems. For example, users may select really weak passwords
or reuse the same password to access different services. Of course, it is possible
that service providers may take responsibility for managing credentials by providing
users with strong passwords with no option to change them manually and regularly
distributing new passwords. But this approach is really expensive and infeasible for
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the service providers and can be even more difficult and problematic for the users.
Another approach is based on the idea of single sign-on. An illustrative example of
such approach is the OpenID standard for single sign-on for the Web. The technical
specification of the protocol can be found in [Ope]. The goal of the protocol is to
provide a decentralized model for authentication of a user to various web sites using
only a single identity. A user is free to choose a desired identity provider, however
the main assumption is that the identity provider is granted a high level of trust. In
addition, authentication process with OpenID is subject to several security issues
which are discussed in [DO10], [SKS10], and [OJ08].
GAA stands for Generic Authentication Architecture which is a solution pro-
posed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and solves problems of
users regarding the management of numerous credentials for different mobile appli-
cations and services. GAA provides an increased level of security and serves the
purpose of providing mutual authentication between mobile devices such as a mo-
bile or smart phones and services on the Internet or in cellular networks. Since
the SWiN project secure identification design described in the next Chapter 4 is an
extension of the mobile telecommunication standard GAA the detailed description
of the later follows.
The detailed description of the GAA standard can be found in the 3GPP tech-
nical specification [3GP07]. A comprehensive overview of GAA standard is also
provided by Olkkonen [Olk06] and in the work of Laitinen et al. [LGA+05].
GAA authentication services should be provided by a mobile network operator
(MNO) and can be divided into two types of authentication mechanisms:
1. GBA (Generic Bootstrapping Architecture) is based on the secret key shared
between the communicating entities [3GP10a].
2. SSC (Support for Subscriber Certificates) is based on digital certificates and
public-private key pairs [3GP10b].
The bootstrapping functionality on the mobile or smart phone, which is usually
a special bootstrapping client, can be installed either during the manufacturing
process or at any time by the user.
Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA)
Details about GBA can be found in the technical specification 3GPP TS 33.220
[3GP10a]. Figure 3.5 shows the entities which are involved in the GBA authentica-
tion process and interfaces between them.
UE denotes the user equipment, i.e. the user’s mobile device such as mobile
or smart phone with has a SIM card. NAF (Network Application Function) is an
application server which provides services to users, e.g. mobile TV, and is gen-
erally maintained either by a local or external MNO. BSF (Bootstrapping Server
Function) is the network element which belongs to the cellular network and is the
intermediate node in the communication between a UE and a NAF. HSS (Home
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Figure 3.5: Generic Bootstrapping Architecture [3GP10a]
Subscriber Server) resides on the network side. The UE and the HSS share a secret
which is never transferred over the network. The secret is stored in the SIM card
of the UE on the client side and by the HSS on the network side. When a user
would like to access a service, the UE first contacts the NAF over the interface
Ua. The Ua interface is application independent and can be any protocol used
by the application. If the NAF requires GBA it responds back to the UE with
the bootstrapping initiation request. When the UE gets the response it performs
a bootstrapping authentication to the BSF maintained by the MNO along the Ub
interface. The Ub interface provides mutual authentication between the UE and the
BSF based on the 3GPP AKA infrastructure [3GP08] and HTTP Digest AKA pro-
tocol [NAT02]. The Ub interface thus represents the bootstrapping authentication
procedure. The BSF retrieves data about mobile subscribers from a HSS (Home
Subscriber Server) or HLR (Home Location Register) over the Zh interface using
Diameter Base Protocol. If there are several HSSs maintained by the MNO then
the BSF needs to communicate first with the SLF (Subscriber Location Function)
over the Dz interface in order to find out which HSS to use. The Dz interface is
considered being optional and its usage depends on the concrete MNO. The BSF
communicates with the NAF along the Zn interface during the bootstrapping usage
procedure. If the NAF is located in the mobile network different from the home
network then it uses Zn-proxy in order to communicate with the BSF.
There are two variants of using GBA and they depend on the SIM card capa-
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Figure 3.6: The bootstrapping authentication procedure [3GP10a]
bilities. GBA_ME is defined as the "default" GBA scheme. Since by default the
UICC is GBA-unaware, GBA stores the keys outside the SIM card and uses the
ordinary AKA authentication scheme. GBA_U is GBA but with UICC-based en-
hancements. It stores the keys on the UICC (Universal Integrated Circuit Card)
and the SIM card calculates session keys. GBA_U is a more secure scheme but it
requires additional modifications to UICC.
The HSS stores the set of all users’ profiles known as GBA User Security Set-
tings or GUSS. Each user profile or USS is an application and subscriber specific
parameter set and consists of two parts. The authentication part includes a list of
identities of the user needed for the application. It can be IMSI (International Mo-
bile Subscriber Identity), IMPU (IP Multimedia Public Identity), MSISDN (Mobile
Subscriber Integrated Services Digital Network Number), pseudonym, etc. The au-
thorization part which includes details about various user permissions , e.g. if this
user is allowed to access this particular application. The USS can also mention the
type of GBA that can be carried out, such whether the device supports GBA_U
or GBA_ME [3GP10a]. The BSF can obtain USS of a user from the HSS over the
interface Zh. The NAF can obtain the USS from the BSF upon a request from the
NAF during the bootstrapping usage procedure over the interface Zn.
The message flow of the bootstrapping authentication procedure is shown on
Figure 3.6 and the detailed steps are given below:
1. The UE sends a request with the user identity (username) to the BSF.
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2. The BSF sends a request to the determined HLR/HSS over the Zh or Zh’
interface with the username and required profile items. The later means that
the BSF can request only some of the user profile information elements, but
in most cases the BSF would ask for the full user profile. The HLR/HSS
sends back to the BSF the retrieved elements of the user profile (GUSS) to-
gether with the Authentication Vector (AV). 3GPP Authentication Vector
(AV) contains a random number (RAND), authentication token (AUTN), ex-
pected response (XRES), cipher key (CK) and integrity key (IK) values, i.e.
AV = RAND||AUTN ||XRES||CK||IK.
3. The BSF forwards RAND and AUTN values to the UE.
4. The UE checks AUTN to authorize the network and runs the AKA algorithms
to calculate the RES value and the session keys CK and IK.
5. The UE sends to the BSF the second request containing the derived RES
value in order to get authenticated by the network.
6. The BSF authenticates the user by comparing the RES value received from
the UE with the XRES value stored in the authentication vector. If these
values match then the UE is authenticated and the BSF calculates a B-TID
(Bootstrapping Transaction Identifier) from the RAND value and the BSF
server name.
7. The BSF derives Ks key by concatenating the CK and IK keys.
8. The BSF sends to the UE the 200 OK response message which contains the
calculated value of B-TID together with the lifetime of the Ks key.
9. The UE derives Ks key through the same procedure of concatenating the CK
and IK keys.
The Bootstrapping Transaction Identifier (B-TID) serves the purpose to bind the
subscriber identity to the key material Ks over the interface Ua. B-TID is considered
to be globally unique and a NAF should be able to identify the home network and
the BSF of the UE based on the provided B-TID. The B-TID value is generated
by taking the base64 encoded RAND value which is a field in the Authentication
Vector (AV) supplied by the HSS and the BSF server name. However although
B-TID functions as an anonymous identifier of a user, the use of B-TID does not
provide the "service continuity" because each time a user updates the key it contacts
the NAF with a new B-TID value and the NAF is not able to determine whether
it is the same user.
The session secret key Ks established during the bootstrapping authentication
procedure between the UE and the BSF is used later on for the secure communica-
tion between the UE and the application server (service provider). Both the UE and
BSF store the calculated key value Ks. The UE also stores the RAND value. How-
ever, in fact, the Ks is not used directly as the session key for the communication
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Figure 3.7: The bootstrapping usage procedure [3GP10a]
between the UE and the NAF but only as the key material to produce the actual
session key Ks_NAF. Ks_NAF is computed from the Ks during the bootstrapping
usage procedure when the UE contacts the NAF.
The message flow of the bootstrapping usage procedure is shown on Figure 3.7
and the detailed steps are given below:
1. Before the UE contacts the NAF, it derives the actual session key Ks_NAF
from the stored key material Ks. The Ks_NAF is created with a special key
derivation function that uses as parameters the IMPI of the UE, the NAF-ID
and RAND values among others. The UE starts the communication with the
NAF over the interface Ua. The UE sends an application request with the B-
TID value to the NAF. The message can also contain the application specific
dataset which is not of the interest in the present context.
2. The NAF forwards the authentication request to the BSF over the interface
Zn in order to get the session key corresponding to the given B-TID. The NAF
also includes the NAF-ID value which is the NAF’s public hostname used by
the UE in the authentication request.
3. The BSF authenticates the NAF and verifies that the NAF is authorized to use
the given hostname. If the verification is successful then the BSF derives the
Ks_NAF key from the Ks key material which corresponds to the given B-TID
using the same key derivation function. The BSF sends back to the NAF the
session key Ks_NAF with its bootstrapping time and its lifetime. In addition
to Ks_NAF, the NAF can also request some application specific information
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elements from the user profile from the BSF such as the user identity which
can be the user’s IMPI, MSISDN, IMSI or the user’s pseudonym. If no identity
is transferred to the NAF then the user remains anonymous towards the NAF
and the B-TID functions as the temporary user identifier. However the use
of B-TID does not provide the "service continuity" because each time the user
updates the key it would contacts the NAF with a new B-TID value and the
NAF would not be able to determine whether it is the same user.
If no session key is found for the given B-TID, then the BSF reports it to the
NAF which in turn sends a bootstrapping renegotiation request to the UE. In
this case the UE must perform the bootstrapping authentication procedure
again as described above.
4. The NAF stores the session key Ks_NAF, its bootstrapping time and the
lifetime. The NAF sends application answer to the UE.
In the case of bootstrapping with UICC-based enhancement (GBA_U), the
keys CK and IK never leave the UICC. When the UE receives the challenge from
a BSF, the mobile equipment (ME) sends RAND and AUTN values to the UICC
which in turn calculates CK, IK and RES values. It also checks AUTN in order to
verify that the challenge is received from the authorized network. Then the UICC
transfers RES value to the ME and stores Ks. The ME sends the challenge response
to the BSF based on the calculated by the UICC RES value and thus becomes
authenticated by the BSF. Now both the BSF and UICC are able to create NAF-
specific keys Ks_ext_NAF and Ks_int_NAF. The former key the same as in the
GBA_ME case. And the later key is calculated with slightly different parameters as
input for the derivation function. It should be noted that during the bootstrapping
usage procedure the UE and the NAF must also agree which type of keys to use,
Ks_ext_NAF, Ks_int_NAF or both. The default key is always Ks_ext_NAF,
because it is supported by UEs which are not GBA_U compatible. The NAF must
also always notify the BSF if it supports GBA_U or not.
Support for Subscriber Certificates (SSC)
Support for Subscriber Certificates (SSC) is described in detail in the 3GPP techni-
cal specification 33.221 [3GP10b]. The main idea of the certificate support for GAA
is to provide registration of users’ public keys and corresponding client certificates.
In the SSC architecture the GBA network element NAF is replaced with a PKI
Portal (see Figure 3.5). Authentication of a UE to the PKI Portal is done with
the use of GBA mechanism described in Section 3.2.1. The task of a PKI Portal is
to issue subscriber certificates for UE and to deliver operator CA certificates. The
GAA PKI Portal can be either a Registration Authority (RA) who authenticates
the certification requests based on the cellular subscription or it can also combine
the functions of a Certification Authority (CA) that issues certificates. In case when
a PKI infrastructure already exists in the network the PKI Portal functions only
as a RA and the CA is located within the PKI infrastructure. The BSF supports
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Figure 3.8: The procedure of issuing a subscriber certificate [3GP10b]
the PKI portal by providing authentication and PKI Portal specific user security
settings, e.g. the types of certificates UE is allowed to enrol. The communication
between a UE and the PKI Portal is protected with the secret session key established
between the UE and the BSF during the bootstrapping authentication procedure
as it is described above.
A subscriber certificate is issued to a mobile subscriber upon the request from a
UE. The supported format of the certificate request is PKCS#10. Upon receiving
the PKCS#10 certificate request from the user, the PKI Portal certifies the public
key according to its own certification policy and subscriber’s user security settings
which are fetched through the BSF from the HSS. A subscriber certificate includes
the subscriber’s public key and other information such as the user identity. Sub-
scriber certificates are signed by the CA with its private key. The UE can also
decide to request the PKI Portal for the CA’s certificate. A CA certificate identifies
the Certification Authority, includes the public key of the CA and is self-signed by
the CA.
The key generation procedure should take place on the client side. To ensure
that the private key never leaves the UE, the UE might have a WAP Identity
Module (WIM). WIM is used to store the private key and is characterized as a
tamper resistant device which is capable of providing a proof of that the key is
actually securely stored in it. WIM can either be a separate hardware module or a
software component on an existing SIM card.
Figure 3.8 shows the message flow of the procedure for issuing a subscriber
certificate. The UE is first authenticated to the PKI Portal according to the GBA
bootstrapping usage scheme described above. When authentication is complete the
UE generates a public-private key pair and a PKCS#10 request for certificate. The
UE sends the HTTP request with PKCS#10. If the PKI portal is not a CA it
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forwards the request to a one in the existing PKI infrastructure. After the request
has been processed the new certificate is delivered to the PKI portal. The PKI
portal sends a response to the UE which includes either the certificate itself or a
pointer to one (URL) or a full certificate chain.
3.2.2 Secure pairing protocols for mutual device authentication
According to the SWiN design described in Chapter 4, users’ mobile devices should
perform mutual authentication and establish a security association prior perform-
ing an offline invitation through direct mode communication. The establishment of
security associations between devices is important for the subsequent secure com-
munication between these devices. Setting up security associations between wireless
devices without the need for a trusted third party is called device pairing. The idea
behind secure pairing is to carry out an authenticated key agreement for the estab-
lishment of a session key for the following exchange of data over a secure channel.
Several different algorithms and schemes have been proposed to solve the problem
of secure device pairing. These protocols often use as visual or aural channel for
human verifiable authentication methods as out-of-band control channel. The pro-
tocols are also often supported by manual operations such as copying the output
data from one device as an input to another device or entering the same data on
both devices. The description of two notable protocols for manual authentication
of mobile devices [GMN04] and [ZKT] are given next.
Manual authentication for wireless devices (MANA)
MANA is a family of three authentication protocols used for mutual authentication
of mobile devices. The protocol version depends on device characteristics and user
input. The three protocols are [GMN04]:
1. MANA I scheme is used where one device has a display and another device
has a keypad.
2. MANA II scheme is used where both devices have displays, but none of them
has a keypad.
3. MANA III scheme is used where both devices have keypads and is based on
MAC (Message Authentication Code).
In the context of mobile social networking users interact by using their mobile
devices such as mobile or smart phones. These devices typically have both a display
and a keypad. The detailed steps of MANA III schemes are shown on Figure 3.9.
Suppose two users would like to perform the mutual authentication in order to
verify the integrity of previously obtained data D (e.g. a session key). First of all,
both users generate a random string R and enter it in both devices. When the
protocol is started device A generates a random value KA and device B generates
a random value KB. The devices then calculate corresponding MAC values MA
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Figure 3.9: The MANA III authentication scheme [GMN04]
and MB. The calculation is done by using the corresponding KA and KB as MAC
keys and the concatenation of the device identifiers, data string D and R as an
input, i.e. MA = MACKA(IA||D||R) and MB = MACKB (IB||D||R). The devices
exchange the calculated values of MAC. After device A receives MAC value MB
from device B it sends its MAC key value KA to the device B. When B receives KA
from A it recomputes the MAC value, compares to the previously received MAC
valueMA from A and if they match it notifies A that the verification is successful. If
verification is accepted then B in turn sends its MAC key KB to A. When A receives
KB from B it recomputes MAC value and compares with previously received MAC
value MB from B. If they match then A notifies B that the verification is successful.
After both users verify MAC values and in case both verifications are successful
then the users can manually approve the authentication by entering for example
OK. In this scheme the value of R never leaves the device, thus making it hard for
an attacker to intercept the authentication.
Visual device pairing security protocol (ViDPSec)
ViDPSec protocol is based on MANA III scheme in the sense that it also uses
verification by a human user as an out-of-band channel [ZKT]. The main difference
is the proposal of an additional concept of Device Session Signature (DSS) as a
security fingerprint of the device, new for every session. The requirement posed on
mobile devices that participate in the authentication scheme is that they both must
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Figure 3.10: The ViDPSec scheme [ZKT]
have displays.
The detailed steps of the protocol are shown on Figure 3.10. The protocol starts
with the phase of initiation during which each device generates an asymmetric key
pair (P private key and C public key), using any algorithm, e.g. Diffie-Hellman,
DSA or elliptic curve. A random number N is also generated on each device and
is encrypted with the private key P resulting in DSS fingerprint for the current
session. Then devices exchange corresponding DSS values and public keys C. Next,
device A sends the session key SSK encrypted with the public key CB of device B
where SSK is calculated with any algorithm, e.g. blowfish, 3DES, IDEA. Device
B, in turn, decrypts the SSK using its private key PB and extracts the session key
SSK. The verification is done by comparing the values of numbers which are sums
of two random numbers generated on each device in the beginning. In case of a
successful verification these numbers must be equal. Now users can continue secure
communication by using the exchanged session key SSK.
3.2.3 Security token models
Being a member of a social network implies that a user holds various tokens carry-
ing security information such as authentication or authorization data. This section
introduces X.509 standard for public key certificates and SAML standard for trans-
ferring authentication and authorization data in a format of assertions which are
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used in the SWiN design described in Chapter 4.
X.509 certificates
A complete description of the X.509 standard can be found at [CSF+08]. Certificates
serve the purpose to bind the user’s identity (or pseudonym) to the corresponding
public key and are signed by a trusted Certification Authority. X.509 v3 certificate
standard allows to include optional extensions which can be used to extend func-
tionality and thus is the most prevalent type of digital certificates. According to
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Traceable pseudonymous certificates
RFC 5636 "Traceable Anonymous Certificates" [PPW+09] describes a model and
protocol for certificate issuance providing both privacy for users who request and
use X.509 certificates containing pseudonyms and an ability to map an anonymous
certificate to the individual to whom it was issued under special circumstances thus
ensuring traceability of certificates.
The main idea is that the architecture should include two separate authorities
involved in issuing certificates. One authority named Blind Issuer (BI) should be
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responsible for verifying the ownership of a private key. The BI usually acts as a
Registration Authority (RA). The second authority called Anonymity Issuer (AI)
should be responsible for validating the contents of the certificate. The functions
of the AI are common to the functions of a Certification Authority (CA). In other
words, the main requirement of the approach is a strong separation between the RA
and CA roles. The RA and CA should collaborate to reveal a user’s real identity only
under special circumstances. The split responsibility of two authorities is archived
through the technical means of threshold cryptography for digital signature scheme
and blind signing technique. The threshold signature scheme means that the RA
and CA share a private key for signing and need to cooperate to sign a certificate.
The blind signature technique is used to ensure that the content of a certificate being
signed is not made visible to the signer and is archived through the cryptographic
means.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the certificate issuance procedure steps defined in [PPW+09].
The brief description of the issuance process is given below.
1. The user authenticates himself to the RA. It should be noticed that the in
the proposed model a user is assumed already registered with the RA. The
RA has a record in the database for each user which contains a user profile
information and a corresponding unique identifier called UserKey used as a
key to retrieve the information about the user.
2. The RA sends to the user a special data structure called token. The token
consists of the UserKey and the TimeOut value, and is digitally signed by the
RA. Upon receipt the user verifies the signature of the token and based on
the TimeOut value ensures that the certificate request is completed before the
token is expired.
3. The user prepares a certificate request in any standard format, e.g. PKCS#10.
The user generates a pseudonym and uses it as the Subject field in the certifi-
cate request. The user sends the certificate request together with the token
as an attribute in it to the CA.
4. Upon receipt the CA performs standard for a CA checks. It verifies the format
of the certificate request, performs a private-key proof-of-possession check
[HP00] and verifies the uniqueness of the chosen pseudonym. It also verifies
that the request contains a valid token. Next, it constructs a certificate and
assigns a serial number to it. Then the CA computes a hash over the certificate
and blinds the hash value. Blinding process is the encryption of the hash
value using a key from a public-private encryption key pair where none of
the keys ever leave the CA. Although, the document does not mention any
specific algorithm for blinding, one possible scheme is RSA blinding [Lab]. To
illustrate, if h is the certificate hash, (N, e) and (N, d) are undisclosed public
and private keys respectively, and r is a random value, relatively prime to N,
then the hash value is blinded by the random value r as follows hre mod N .
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Figure 3.11: The issuance procedure of traceable anonymous certificates [PPW+09]
After the certificate hash is blinded the CA signs the blinded certificate and
sends to the RA together with the token.
5. The RA receives the blinded certificate hash and the token and first of all
verifies the signatures on the blinded certificate hash and on the token. The
RA also checks that no certificate was issued for this token previously. The
RA partially signs the blinded certificate hash using its share of the threshold
private key and sends back the signed data to the CA.
6. The CA again verifies the signature of the token and partially signed blinded
certificate hash. It compares the token against the list of outstanding re-
quests to the RA. Then the CA unblinds the certificate hash by inversing the
encryption by using another key from the public-private encryption key pair
used for blinding in Step 4. The CA retrieves the partially signed certificate
hash. Next, it uses its share of the private key to complete the signature of
the certificate and sends the ready certificate to the user. The CA also stores
the new certificate and the corresponding token in its database.
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RFC 5636 defines an experimental protocol which means that it is not specified
as any standard (as of June 2011). The same scheme in fact can be used for any
format of data structure, be it X.509v3 certificate [CSF+08] or SAML assertions
[CKPM05]. The applicability of RFC 5636 in the SWiN architecture is discussed
later in Section 6.2.3.
SAML assertions
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an XML-based standard [CKPM05]
which defines a format for transferring identity information between different do-
mains. A SAML assertion is a structure which contains a series of statements about
a subject. Assertions can contain the following statements: authentication state-
ments, attribute statements, authorization decision statements, etc. SAML also
allows to encrypt the subject, attributes, or the whole assertion. This can be used
to protect the privacy of the users [CKPM05].
Chapter 4
Initial SWiN project secure
identification design
The chapter gives an overview of the initially proposed design carried out in the
SWiN project [SIC] with a particular focus on identification, authentication and
invitation techniques.
4.1 Protocol overview
The model of identification and key exchange scheme for a mobile social network is
proposed within the SWiN project [SIC] and its implementation in a prototype is
discussed in [Naw11]. The main goal of the design is to guarantee that identification
and key exchange processes are carried out in a secure way. The protocol is based
on the integration and extension of existing standards to support communication of
users of a mobile social network in both online and offline modes. The combination
of online social networking with direct mode communication extends the usability
of a mobile social network.
• In online mode the user interaction is carried out via the new network el-
ement called Mobile Social Network Portal (MSNP) and supported by the
existing network infrastructure. For example, users can register and authen-
ticate themselves to the mobile social network as well as to perform several
online mode procedures such as mutual online authentication of other regis-
tered users or online invitation of registered users to join a particular closed
group.
• In offline mode, instead, communication between user devices and the MSNP
is assumed to be temporarily lost or unavailable, however the interaction be-
tween registered users can still be carried out through the direct local wireless
communication, e.g. via Bluetooth or WiFi connection. To exemplify, regis-
tered users can still perform some functionality such as offline user enrolment
to a particular closed group.
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Figure 4.1: Identification and key exchange scheme for a mobile social network
[Naw11].
Figure 4.1 illustrates the network elements and interfaces involved in the pro-
tocol design. The protocol is an extension of the Generic Authentication Archi-
tecture (GAA) telecommunication standard briefly covered in Section 3.2.1 to sup-
port the Mobile Social Network Portal (MSNP). Generic Bootstrapping Authenti-
cation (GBA) [3GP10a] is used for bootstrapping authentication to generate sub-
sequent session keys for communication between a UE and the MSNP. Support for
Subscriber Certificates (SCC) [3GP10b] is used for certification procedures.
4.2 Network elements
MSNP
A Mobile Social Network Portal (MSNP) is a network element which a user’s mobile
device, or user equipment (UE), communicates with. The MSNP provides such
facilities to users as new user registration, authentication of registered users, mutual
authentication between registered users, new group creation, invitation of registered
users to groups, etc. The details of these procedures are given in Section 4.4.
The MSNP also stores a database that contains both user credentials and social
information about users such as user profiles, user groups, pending group invitations,
user roles within groups, etc. Thus, the MSNP is responsible for secure identity and
group handling.
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The MNSP also acts as a Certification Authority (CA) and must meet the
requirements mentioned in [3GP10b]. As a CA it creates, updates and revokes
certificates for users of the mobile social network. It completes a user authentication
through a bootstrapping procedure by obtaining the corresponding key to protect
the protocol used over the interface Ua and other application specific information
elements as a part of User Security Settings (USS) over the interface Zn from the
BSF (see the bootstrapping usage procedure, Section 3.2.1).
BSF, HSS and SLF
The networks elements BSF, HSS and SLF are managed by a MNO and their roles
are described in details in Section 3.2.1. These network elements of the protocol
design are standardized by 3GPP and thus are assumed being trusted.
UE
Following the proposed description a UE meets all the requirements for the GAA
mentioned in [3GP10a] and [3GP10b]. To interact with the MSNP over the interface
Ua, i.e. for managing certificate enrolments and signing procedures, a special plug-
in for web browser or a special client application must be installed on the UE. To
be able to communicate with the MSNP over the Ua interface a UE must also have
a support for SSLv3/TLS protocol specified in RFC 4366 [BWNH+06].
4.3 Interfaces
Zn, Zh, Dz interfaces
The interfaces Zn, Zh, and Dz are standardized according to the GAA standard
and specified in [3GP10a]. The protocol design under discussion does not introduce
any changes to these interfaces.
Ub interface
The Ub interface represents a communication channel between a UE and the BSF
for negotiating on session keys for the subsequent interaction between the UE and
the MSNP. The interface represents the bootstrapping authentication procedure
based the pre-shared key stored on the SIM card inside the UE on the client side
and by the HSS on the network side. The authentication mechanism is based on
3G AKA protocol.
Ua interface
The Ua interface represents a security association between a UE and the MSNP
based on the session key negotiated during the bootstrapping authentication proce-
dure along the Ub interface. The interface represents a communication between
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a user and the MSNP and also embodies the processes of obtaining user and
CA certificates. According to the 3GPP standard [3GP10a], the Ua interface is
application-independent and can be chosen to be any protocol. In the present
design the communication channel Ua is established with the use of SSLv3/TLS
protocol [BWNH+06].
Um interface
The Um interface represents a communication channel between two mobile devices
which interact in offline mode when at least one of them is not connected to the
MSNP. The communication can be carried out either over Bluetooth or WiFi con-
nection. A device pairing protocol for mutual authentication should take place
prior the transfer of information such as an invitation to a particular group. One
possibility is to use one of the device pairing protocols for mutual authentication
previously described in Section 3.2.2, e.g. MANA or ViDPSec.
The security and privacy aspects of GAA standard, wireless communication
technology (Bluetooth, WiFi) and device pairing protocols for mutual authenti-
cation are not considered in the present work and are assumed being correctly
implemented in a prototype of the proposed design.
In the following sections a detailed description of registration, authentication
and invitation procedures is given with a particular focus on the format of ex-
changed information and protection of this information in transfer and in storage.
An important assumption to mention is that the MSNP and the network operator
have the necessary agreements for using GBA.
4.4 Functionality
The current design supports the following functionality for users:
1. New user registration.
2. Authentication of registered users.
3. New group creation by a registered user.
4. Group invitation by the moderator of the group in online and offline modes.
5. Mutual authentication between members of the same social group .
4.4.1 User registration
The steps involved in the procedure of secure registration of a new user in the
MSNP are illustrated on Figure 4.2. The user is assumed to have a pre-installed
client application.
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Figure 4.2: The initial SWiN design: User registration.
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1. A new user accesses the MSNP through a web browser with a special plug-in
or through a special client application installed on the UE. Before the actual
registration process starts, a one-way TLS authentication takes place during
which the MSNP presents its server certificate to the user. The one-way TLS
authentication prior the registration process itself is established to prevent an
adversary from listening to the registration communication.
2. When the secure connection is established, the user issues and sends a regis-
tration request. The registration request message does not include any GBA-
related parameters because at this point the UE is not aware whether the
further communication between the UE and the MSNP is carried out based
on the GBA standard. The registration request however contains a request
for further communication instructions.
3. The MSNP verifies the identity of the user by checking if the user with the
provided MSISDN has not already been registered. Since the subsequent com-
munication between the UE and the MNSP over the Ua interface is based on
shared session keys obtained during a bootstrapping authentication procedure,
the MNSP replies with a bootstrapping initiation request message.
4. The UE and the BSF perform bootstrapping authentication procedure over
the Ub interface as specified in [3GP10a] and is previously described in Sec-
tion 3.2.1. As a result of the successful bootstrapping procedure, both the UE
and the BSF derive the key material Ks and the Bootstrapping Transaction
Identifier (B-TID) which correspond to the MSNP.
5. After the bootstrapping is completed the UE and the MNSP need to establish
the shared key required to protect the Ua interface. To do so the UE derives
the session key Ks_NAF from the key material Ks which corresponds to the
MSNP application as specified in [3GP10a].
6. The UE sends an application request to the MSNP which contains the corre-
sponding B-TID. The format of the message is specified in [3GP10a].
7. The MSNP fetches the corresponding Ks_NAF from the BSF over the Zn
interface based on the presented NAF-ID that belongs to the MSNP and the
B-TID provided by the UE in the previous step. The BSF derives the session
key from the stored key material Ks according to the derivation parameters
submitted by the MSNP.
8. When the key derivation is completed, the MSNP obtains the Ks_NAF from
the BSF and stores it along with the bootstrapping time and the lifetime
parameter of the key. The MSNP now holds a secure communication with the
UE over the Ua interface. The MSNP replies to the UE with an application
answer which also contains additional parameters for the following PKCS#10
request generation. If the key derivation cannot be performed, e.g. due to an
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expired lifetime of the key material Ks, the MSNP replies to the UE with a
bootstrapping renegotiation request to the UE, and the algorithm rolls back
to step 4.
9. To proceed with the registration the parties perform mutual authentication
based on challenge/response in order to determine that they share the same
key Ks_NAF. After that the UE and the MSNP can proceed with the com-
munication over the interface Ua in a secure way.
10. The UE automatically generates two public-private key pairs, and prepares
two certificate requests (CSR) in a PKCS#10 format: one for a user authen-
tication certificate, and one for a signing certificate. The private keys never
leave the user device and are stored securely. In the original protocol design
the structure of user authentication and signing certificates follows the X.509
v3 certificate standard which supports optional extensions as specified in RFC
5280 [CSF+08] and allows flexibility in a way that extension fields can include
some information needed for the MSNP.
At this step the user is required to provide the following information to com-
plete the Subject field since Subject field binds a certificate to a particular
user:
• Country Name (2 letter code, e.g. SE)
• State or Province Name (full name, e.g. Stockholm)
• Locality Name (city, e.g. Kista)
• Organization Name (e.g. KTH)
• Organizational Unit Name (e.g. ICT)
• Common Name (e.g. your name or your server’s hostname)
• Email Address (e.g. elena@kth.se)
11. The UE submits the PKCS#10 request for authentication certificate to the
MSNP using HTTP Digest request as discussed in Section 3.2.1.
12. The MSNP processes the PKCS#10 request. Being a Registration Authority
the MSNP creates a new authentication certificate for the user and as a Cer-
tification Authority the MSNP digitally signs it. The certificate enrolment is
carried out in accordance with the certificate enrolment procedure described
in [3GP10b].
13. The MSNP sends the authentication certificate as an HTTP response as de-
scribed in Section 3.2.1.
14. The UE receives the authentication certificate and stores locally on the mobile
device.
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15. The UE submits the PKCS#10 request for signing certificate to the MSNP
using HTTP Digest request as described in Section 3.2.1.
16. The MSNP processes the PKCS#10 request. Being a Registration Authority
the MSNP creates a new signing certificate for the user and as a Certification
Authority the MSNP digitally signs it. The certificate enrolment is carried out
in accordance with the certificate enrolment procedure described in [3GP10b].
17. The MSNP sends the signing certificate as an HTTP response as described in
Section 3.2.1.
18. The UE receives the signing certificate and stores locally on the mobile device.
19. The MSNP also sends to the UE a certificate that contains the public key of
the MSNP (CA) certificate.
20. The UE receives the signing certificate of the MSNP (CA) and stores locally
on the mobile device.
21. The user optionally provides other social information to complete the user
profile.
22. The MSNP responds with a message that states that the registration is com-
plete.
The steps 11-14, 15-18 and 19-20 can be done in parallel. The UE receives
different certificates of the MSNP in the steps 1 and 19 - the first certificate (received
in step 1) serves the purpose to authenticate the MSNP during the TLS handshake,
while the second certificate (received in step 19) is used to verify the certificates
signed by the MSNP.
4.4.2 User authentication
The steps involved in the procedure of a secure authentication of a registered user to
the MSNP are illustrated on Figure 4.3. The user is assumed to be already registered
in the MSNP and thus hold the authentication and signing certificates. A user who
is member of any group also holds a social certificate. The authentication is in fact
a SSLv3/TLS handshake protocol specified in RFC 4366 [BWNH+06]. During the
authentication a user needs to provide her valid authentication certificate to the
MSNP.
4.4.3 Group creation
The steps involved in the procedure of secure registration of a new social group by
a registered user are illustrated on Figure 4.4. The user is assumed to be registered
in and authenticated to the MSNP. The user selects a name for the new group and
submits the choice to the MSNP. The MSNP updates the database of registered
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Figure 4.3: The initial SWiN design: User authentication.
Figure 4.4: The initial SWiN design: Group creation.
groups and group memberships and creates a social certificate for the user who
automatically becomes a creator of this group.
Several remarks can be added:
• A social certificate is a structure which must bind the social group a user
belongs to and the role of this user within this group, such as creator, moder-
ator, member, etc. The group creator by default becomes the group modera-
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tor. Different roles define different rights and privileges of users within social
groups.
• The central issue related to the functionality supporting the creation of social
groups is the format of the issued social certificates. The format of social
certificates remains an open issue in the initial design. One solution is to
use attribute certificates specified by the X.509v3 standard [FH02]. Another
approach which seems to be more flexible and thus effective is to use SAML
assertions [CKPM05].
• Another important issue is whether each user holds a single social certificate
which stores information about all the user’s roles within all the social groups
he or she belongs to, or there is a separate social certificate for each social
group that the user is a member of. The later is clearly a better solution from
the privacy perspective.
4.4.4 Group invitation
The steps involved in the procedure of invitation of another user to a group by
a registered user being the moderator of the group are illustrated on Figure 4.5a.
The users first perform device pairing using one of the protocols, described in Sec-
tion 4.2.3, i.e. ViDPSec or MANA. During the device pairing a session key is
generated which is used to encrypt the communication channel. After that the
users exchange authentication certificates and perform mutual authentication us-
ing public key cryptography and based on challenge/response. The inviting user
Alice being the group creator (and thus moderator) is assumed to be registered at
the MSNP and hold corresponding authentication and signing certificates, and the
certificate of the MSNP. But this requirement is not imposed on the invited user
Bob. If Bob is not registered at the MSNP, he should use temporary self-signed
certificates but use the same identifier when Bob later registers at the MSNP.
In order to invite Bob the group moderator Alice prepares a special invitation
structure and sends it to Bob. The user Bob stores the invitation structure which
serves as a proof of his temporal membership within this group before it is officially
activated. Temporal membership is valid during a limited period of time (e.g. 24
hours) and means that Bob has only limited privileges and user rights within the
group. Bob can activate the invitation to complete the registration process and
receive a valid social certificate in order to fully communicate with other members
of the group without any constraints. This is done whenever Bob is next time
connected to the MSNP. If Bob is a new user who is not registered at the MSNP
then Alice could also send the MSNP certificate to Bob so that he can use it in
order to verify signatures on social certificates of other group members before he
registers himself at the MSNP.
The steps involved in the procedure of invitation activation and obtaining a
permanent group membership are illustrated on Figure 4.6. The invited user Bob




Figure 4.5: The initial SWiN design: Group invitation and invitation structure.
is a new user and presents the invitation vector to the MSNP. The MSNP checks
and validates the invitation vector, updates the database of group members and
creates a new social certificate for Bob.
The format and the contents of invitation structures is a challenging moment
in the initial SWiN project design. In general outline, the format of the invita-
tion structure is shown on Figure 4.5b. The invitation structure is encrypted with
the public key of the invited user so that only the invited user can read the con-
tents of the structure. The moderator obtains the public key of the invitee during
the authentication step. The invitation structure contains the following pieces of
information:
1. An invitation vector which is a SAML assertion signed with the private key
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Figure 4.6: The initial SWiN design: Invitation activation.
of the group moderator. The invitation vector includes the following pieces of
information:
a) Issuer: The unique identifier of the group moderator Alice.
b) Subject: The unique identifier of the invited user Bob.
c) GroupID: The unique identifier of the group to which a new user is
invited.
d) AssignedRole: The role which is to be assigned to the new group member,
e.g. moderator, member, etc.
e) Timestamp: To define the validity of the invitation vector.
2. A social certificate of the group moderator Alice so that her moderator’s role
can be verified by the invitee Bob. This is important to establish a chain of
trust through which the temporary membership can be verified.
3. A signing certificate of the group moderator Alice in order for the invitee
Bob to verify to the signature of Alice and to check that the invitation vector
indeed concerns the desired group and the desired role is assigned.
4.4.5 Mutual role validation
Two users of the same social group can validate roles of each other within this
group through the means of direct communication between their mobile devices.
Figure 4.7 shows the case in which the user Bob holds only a temporal membership.
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Figure 4.7: The initial SWiN design: Mutual role validation.
Bob holds the invitation structure received previously from the group moderator
Alice. The invitation vector as a part of the invitation structure describes the new
role of Bob within the group. Another user Carol is a regular member of the social
group and thus possesses the social certificate that states her role within this group.
Obviously if both users are permanent members of the group, they just simply
exchange valid social certificates. In order to authenticate each other both users
must use a special client application installed on their UEs. First, users perform
device pairing to establish a session key to protect the communication channel.
Then users exchange authentication certificates and perform mutual authentication
using the public keys based on challenge/response. Next, the user Bob presents his
invitation vector instead of the social certificate, while the user Carol presents her
social certificate that states her regular membership within the group. Users can
now cross validate the roles of each other within the group.
The design and security protection of offline mode functionality is one of the
most challenging issues of the present design and several remarks can be added in
regards to the offline mode procedures described above.
1. To perform direct mode communication users need to have a special client
application installed on their UEs. The application should also allow to keep
track of each others’ positions. Users are required to install the application
before their start direct mode communication. During the client installation
users become registered at the MSNP according to the implicit requirement.
As a result, users who communicate in offline mode and have a client ap-
plication pre-installed on their devices should thus hold authentication and
signing certificates, and the certificate of the MSNP. However, assume that
there is another user who has never heard about the client application but
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would like to join the group and start the interaction with the group mem-
bers. In this situation the moderator of the group can transfer client together
with the temporary group membership and the certificate of the MSNP during
the invitation procedure. The ability to invite non-registered users widen the
functionality of the mobile social network.
2. Another open issue is whether a social group can have several moderators.
According to the present scheme, two users who are invited by different mod-
erators cannot authenticate each other because their invitation vectors would
be signed with different keys. Thus, the users must wait before they obtain
their valid social certificates, to be able to communicate with all members of
the group.
3. Finally, to make a scheme more usable it is desirable that all users of a social
group should be able to invite users and issue special invitations which require
pre-moderation.
It must be pointed out that the listed challenges are left out of the scope of
this thesis. In the following chapters, the thesis work focuses on the format of the
basic data structures utilized by the suggested design and the protection of identity
and group handling through the introduction of user and group pseudonyms. The
next chapter describes the motivation for these changes formulated in a problem
statement.
Chapter 5
Problem statement and motivation
The chapter forms the problem statement which addresses and illustrates the major
privacy aspects of the initial SWiN design to be solved.
The description of the SWiN project secure identification scheme given in Chap-
ter 4 emphasizes a broad use of identifying information. User and group identifiers
are included in various basic data structures transferred or exchanged during dif-
ferent communication procedures. If these structures contain real identifiers then it
obviously brings a risk to user privacy because it would make it easier for adversaries
to detect social relations and group memberships and perform undesirable profil-
ing practices. The solution to increase personal protection of users is to provide a
level of anonymity to users of the mobile social network. This can be done through
the introduction of pseudonyms. Pseudonyms should replace real identities and be
used as identifiers instead. Pfitzmann and Köhntopp [PK01] define two main factors
which define the effectiveness of pseudonyms and the strength of anonymity. The
ultimate privacy-preserving version of the design with support for pseudonymity
services should meet both requirements:
1. It should be impossible to link a pseudonym and its owner. The strength
of anonymity decreases with increasing knowledge about the link between a
pseudonym and its owner.
2. Pseudonyms should be periodically changed to prevent adversaries from being
able to observe any patterns with time. The strength of anonymity decreases
with the increasing use of the same pseudonym.
The main goal of the modifications proposed in this chapter is to have an identi-
fication scheme in which users remain anonymous towards the MSNP which is con-
sidered to be a distrustful entity. The MSNP should know only users’ pseudonyms
but is able to determine the real identity of users only under special circumstances
such as an abuse of a pseudonym for a criminal purpose and only through com-
munication with authorities on the mobile network operator side. Moreover, the
pseudonyms should be periodically changed to avoid patterns with time.
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Pseudonyms should replace real identifiers in such basic structures as:
1. User authentication certificate (Subject field which contains the name of the
certificate owner)
2. User signing certificate (Subject field which contains the name of the certificate
owner)
3. User social certificate (Subject field which contains the name of the certificate
owner and Attribute field which contains group name)
4. Invitation vector (Issuer field which contains the name of inviting user or the
issuer of the invitation, Subject field which contains the name of the user to
whom the invitation is issued and Attribute field which states the name of the
group to which the user is invited.)
In addition, user and group identifiers are needed for a discovery mechanism. A
discovery mechanism should enable users to find friends and members of the same
social groups in the physical proximity. The search is archived by broadcasting some
kind of identifiers which should be recognized only by authorized users. Broadcast-
ing real user and group names leads to no good. The algorithm itself for discovering
users is out of the scope of this work.
The following chapter provides a detailed description of the proposed modifica-
tions to the design in an effort to address the afore-mentioned problem.
Chapter 6
Privacy enhancing modifications
The chapter defines a number of proposals for modifications and extensions to the
design aiming to increase the protection of user identity privacy. The approach
is based on introducing pseudonyms for entities in the identification scheme of the
mobile social network.
6.1 Pseudonyms for subscriber identification in GBA
environment
Before discussing the pseudonyms which would be used within the mobile social
network, it is necessary to ensure that the MSNP does not obtain real identities of
users during the identification of users in the GBA scheme. As it is mentioned in
Chapter 5 the MSNP is assumed to be an untrusted network entity. This means
that it should have knowledge neither about the real names of users registered at
the portal, nor the real names of social groups created by the users.
According to the standard [3GP10a] "service continuity" can be archived only
when the GBA is configured the way that the NAF (the MSNP in the current
design) receives from the BSF some kind of user identity information during the
bootstrapping usage procedure. In this case the NAF can determine whether the
same user contacts the NAF to ensure a continuous service. In other words, the
user identity is needed to ensure that the NAF is able to update the keys for a com-
munication over the Ua interface. If no user identity is transferred to the NAF then
the user remains anonymous to the NAF and the B-TID functions as a temporary
user identifier. But only with B-TID the NAF cannot provide a continuous service
because whenever the UE updates they key, it performs bootstrapping, obtains new
key and contacts the NAF with a new B-TID value which however cannot help the
NAF to determine whether it is the same user that contacted the NAF previously.
To ensure service continuity the NAF could receive from the BSF the real identity
of a user (e.g. MSISDN, IMSI or IMPU) but such GBA scheme is subject to eaves-
dropping attacks that uses such mechanisms as IMSI-catcher [Str07]. Thus, if user
privacy is desired then the NAF should obtain a user pseudonym rather than the
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Figure 6.1: Subscriber pseudonyms in GBA environment
real identity. In other words, an important requirement for identity protection in
the SWiN design is that the BSF should be configured the way that during a boot-
strapping usage procedure the NAF obtains from the BSF a user pseudonym instead
of the real user identity. Such configuration of the BSF is possible according to the
GBA standard [3GP10a]. This way both service continuity and user anonymity are
ensured.
Generation of user pseudonyms takes place at the level of a mobile network op-
erator which actions are assumed to be trusted. The HSS is responsible for creating
user subscriber pseudonyms called TMSI in the context of cellular networks (Tem-
poral Mobile Subscriber Identity), binding them with real identities, and assigning
a pseudonym to each UE. A mobile device is assigned a TMSI which replaces the
device’s IMSI when it connects to a base station. The format of pseudonyms used by
the HSS to identify its user subscribers is an implementation issue for the HSS. One
approach is to generate a pseudonym by encrypting the IMSI with a pre-determined
key called pseudonym key, that never leaves the HSS [3GP04]. The pseudonym en-
crypting (generation) and decrypting (mapping) are internal procedures within the
HSS thus the encryption-decryption algorithm can be independent for each HSS
and does not need to be standardized. Ideally, the HSS should generate a list of
pseudonyms for a user subscriber - one for the use in each separate NAF. The
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TMSI structure and mapping with IMSI is discussed in detail in technical specifi-
cation [3GP11]. Figure 6.1 illustrates how the MSNP in the current design obtains
the user pseudonym or TMSI generated by the HSS. First, TMSI is transferred to
the BSF from the HSS over the Zh interface along with the authentication vector
during the bootstrapping authentication procedure (See Figure 3.6, Step 2). After
that according to the BSF policy the BSF includes the pseudonym in the Profile
field of the authentication answer which is the response message of the NAF’s key
request, and sends it to the NAF during the bootstrapping usage procedure (see
Figure 3.7, Step 3). For more details on bootstrapping authentication and usage
procedures see Section 3.2.1.
Although the 3GPP standard [3GP10a] does not discuss whether the NAF can
obtain the real user profile information corresponding to a given pseudonym from
the HSS directly there are several additional papers that ponder over it. [3GP04]
proposes that the NAF uses the Sh interface to retrieve the real user profile infor-
mation from the HSS belonged to the pseudonym. The Sh interface is generally
available only for IMS based applications, but any GBA scheme can be extended
to support it.
6.2 Functionality with support for pseudonyms
Section 6.1 describes the need for pseudonyms generated at the mobile network
operator level and transferred to the MSNP during the authentication of a user to
the MSNP in the bootstrapping scheme. Such pseudonyms generated by the HSS
and described above are referred from now on to as global user pseudonyms or TMSI
and appear inside Profile field of the authentication answer in the schemes below.
However apart from these pseudonyms, there is a need to introduce another type
of user and group pseudonyms to be used locally within the mobile social network.
These pseudonyms should identify users or groups to the MSNP and appear in basic
data structures replacing real identities. Such pseudonyms are referred to as local
user and group pseudonyms and appear as PID in the schemes described below. In
the following text, data structures, such as certificates and invitations, in which real
user and group identifiers are replaced with valid local user or group pseudonyms,
are referred to as anonymous data structures.
According to the design description given in Chapter 4, the MSNP is responsible
for issuing user authentication and signing certificates as well as for issuing user so-
cial certificates. Since authentication and signing certificates follow X.509 v3 format
the issuance of anonymous certificates may take place according to the scheme de-
scribed in RFC 5636 (see Section 3.2.3). The present work proposes two versions of
the registration procedure. Anonymous social certificates are SAML assertions and
issued by an assertion module at the MSNP side. Anonymous invitation structures
are generated at the client side as SAML assertions.
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6.2.1 Pseudonym generation algorithm
The generation of local and group pseudonyms should be performed on the client
side. There can be several approaches. For example, a user or group pseudonym can
be generated by either applying a salted hash function or a keyed hash function over
the real name of the user or group. In this chapter the algorithm for pseudonym
generation is chosen to be based on a salted hash function. Assume that the real
name of a user is Alice. To generate a pseudonym, Alice first selects a random
value called salt SA and then calculates a publicly known hash function over the
real name of the user concatenated with the salt value, i.e. PIDA = H(Alice||SA).
Alice would share the salt value SA only with authorized users, e.g. with friends
or with members of groups she belongs to, but never with the MSNP. Thus, the
MSNP stores the pseudonym of Alice but never has the knowledge about neither
the the real name of Alice nor the salt value SA.
When Alice wants to reveal her identity to another user Bob she would send to
Bob her pseudonym PIDA in clear text and a pair < Alice, SA > encrypted with
the public key of Bob where Alice is the real name and SA is the secret salt value.
Only Bob would be able to read the encrypted values. To verify the identity of
Alice, Bob would calculate her pseudonym and compare with the pseudonym that
Alice claims to hold. If the check is successful then Bob stores a record in his local
database < Alice, PIDA > which links Alice to her pseudonym SA. So whenever
Bob sees a pseudonym PIDA he would understand that it is Alice. Salt values
can be also changed periodically to prevent patterns. Change of salt values directly
entails change of pseudonyms.
The cryptographic hash function H however must be strong enough to withstand
all known types of cryptanalytic attacks and possess the following properties [Bis04]:
1. Preimage resistance. Given a pseudonym PIDA and the knowledge about
the hash function H, it should be infeasible to find another name Eve and salt
value SE , such that H(Eve||SE) = PIDA.
2. Second preimage resistance attack. Given a real name Alice and salt
value SA and the knowledge about the hash function H, it should be in-
feasible to find another name Eve and salt value SE , such that PIDA =
H(Alice||SA) = H(Eve||SE) = PIDE .
3. Collision resistance. Given the knowledge about the hash function H, it
should be infeasible to find two different Alice||SA and Eve||SE , such that
PIDA = H(Alice||SA) = H(Eve||SE) = PIDE .
As an alternative, a keyed hash can be used [Bis04], [KBC97]. For example, a
pseudonym of Alice can be calculated as PIDA = HMAC(KA, Alice), where KA
is a secret key shared by Alice only with authorized users.
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6.2.2 Format of basic data structures
As it has been mentioned in Chapter 4 that provides the description of the initial
secure identification design, the format of the basic data structures has been an
open issue. With the introduction of pseudonyms it is important to reconsider
the format of such structures and select the most effective one(s). Based on the
following proposals for modifications the format data structures has been chosen as
follows:
1. User authentication and signing certificates keys should follow X.509 v3 stan-
dard [CSF+08]. These certificates are obtained by a user from the MSNP
during the registration procedure or whenever the certificates are expired or
revoked. The certificates serve the purpose to bind the user’s identity (or
pseudonym) to the corresponding public key.
2. The format of social certificates and invitation vectors is defined according to
OASIS SAML standard [CKPM05]. In fact, both a social certificate and an
invitation vector represent an assertion of group membership. However there
are two main differences between them. Examples of a social certificate and
an invitation vector are given in Appendix A and B.
a) A social certificate is generated and signed by the MSNP, i.e. the Issuer
field refers to the MSNP. A social certificate is generally valid for a limited
period of time (e.g. Validity field equals one week). It can be renewed as
long as a user has a group membership or revoked such as when a user
leaves a group.
b) An invitation vector is generated and signed by the inviting party, i.e.
the Issuer field contains the identity (or pseudonym) of the inviting user.
An invitation vector has a short lifetime specified by the parameters in
the Validity field.
6.2.3 User registration
A new user registration procedure is divided into two phases. The first phase in-
cludes the authentication of the UE to the MSNP based on the GBA scheme. The
second phase of the registration is issuance of user anonymous authentication and
signing certificates in X.509 v3 format containing user pseudonyms instead of real
user identities.
The present thesis suggests two alternative versions of the scheme for new user
registration procedure. The first phase (Authentication phase) of both approaches
is the same and is similar to Steps 1-9 in the description of the new registration
procedure in Section 4.4.1 with the exception of one important remark. An ad-
ditional requirement is put on the procedure of fetching the session key material
by the MSNP from the BSF. According to the discussion in Section 6.1, to ensure
the service continuity and user identity protection the MSNP must obtain a global
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pseudonym or TMSI (generated by the HSS). The user global pseudonym is trans-
ferred to the MSNP inside the profile field of the authentication answer from the
BSF. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4 illustrate the Authentication phase of the two ap-
proaches. The second phase (Anonymous certificate issuance) is however different
for two approaches.
Assume that a new user would like to be registered at the application server
NAF. If the registration is based on issuing a special authentication certificate to
the user which he or she could later on use to get authenticated to the system, then
the network architecture should combine GBA and SSC standards.
User registration (Version #1)
The first version (Version #1) of the scheme (see Figure 6.3) requires the involve-
ment of the RA that resides on the side of the MNO in the procedure of anonymous
certificates issuance. This approach utilizes the model proposed in the RFC5636
document [PPW+09] and described in Section 3.2.3. The approach assumes that
the RA and CA are managed by different organizations and must cooperate to is-
sue anonymous certificates. In this version of the registration procedure, the MSNP
plays role of a Certification Authority (AI in RFC 5636 terminology) and the BSF
performs the role of a Registration Authority (BI in RFC 5636 terminology). In
addition, each user is required to contact the MNO prior the registration in order to
request and obtain two tokens: AuthToken for anonymous authentication certificate
and SignToken for anonymous signing certificate.
User registration (Version #2)
The second version (Version #2) of the scheme (see Figure 6.5) is a light version of
the registration procedure since it does not require any involvement from the side
of the MNO and the MSNP performs roles of both the RA and CA.
6.2.4 User authentication
The procedure of user authentication to the MSNP is the same as the procedure
described in Section 4.4.2. The only modification is that during the TLS handshake
a user provides the valid authentication certificate which contains the user’s PID in
the Subject field instead of the real identity of the user.
6.2.5 Group creation
Figure 6.6 illustrates the scenario in which user Alice wants to create a new group
called SICS. Assume that Alice is a registered user and is known to the MSNP
as PIDA. The user first authenticates herself to the MSNP using her anonymous
authentication certificate as described in Section 6.2.4. Then she requests to create
a group with name PIDSICS where PID of the group is calculated according to
the algorithm described in Section 6.2.1, i.e. PIDSICS = H(SICS||SSICS). The
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MSNP adds information about the new group in its database. From now on it only
knows that the user PIDA is administrator of the group PIDSICS . The MSNP
also issues a new social certificate for Alice. An example of a social certificate of
Alice that states her role as administrator in group PIDSICS is given in Appendix.
Social certificates are issued and signed by the MSNP. It should be noted that
in case Version #1 of the new user registration procedure is used then there is a
need to introduce an additional scheme for digital signature for the MSNP to sign
social certificates because the MSNP should be able to sign certificates without any
involvement of the RA. It would also require a user to hold two public key certificates
of the MSNP: one to verify the threshold digital signature on user authentication
and signing certificates signed in the cooperation by the RA and CA, and one to
verify digital signature on social certificates signed by only the MSNP. If Version #2
is utilized then the MSNP can use the same private key to sign social certificates.
6.2.6 Group invitation
While groups can be created by any registered user, only authorized group members
can invite new members. To allow flexibility for group handling procedures basic
user roles within a group are defined as follows:
1. Creator can edit or delete the group, as well as assign group moderators.
Creator is a moderator by default.
2. Moderator can invite new members to join the group.
3. Member is a permanent group member who possesses a valid social certificate
signed by the MSNP.
4. Temporary Member is a user who has been invited to a group but has
not activated the invitation at the MSNP to become a permanent member
yet. Such user possesses a valid invitation vector signed by an authorized
moderator which functions as a temporary social certificate. A temporary
user has a short life time and might have limited communication privileges.
Assume the user Alice is a creator (thus a moderator by default) of the group
SICS and she invites the user Bob to join the group. Both users are registered at
the MSNP and hold the corresponding user authentication and signing certificates.
The MSNP knows Alice as PIDA and Bob as PIDB. Alice also holds a social
certificate issued and signed by the MSNP that states her role as creator within the
group PIDSICS . Assume that Alice and Bob have never communicated previously
and neither Alice nor Bob knows the real identities of each other. Thus, before
Alice invites Bob they first need to authenticate each other and reveal their real
names to each other. Figure 6.7 illustrates that first the users perform device pair-
ing using one of the protocols described in Section 3.2.2 to establish a session key
for the protection of the communication channel between them. The users then ex-
change their authentication certificates and perform public key cryptography based
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authentication. After the mutual authentication is done the users can optionally
obtain the knowledge about the link between the pseudonym and the real name of
each other. To reveal her identity, Alice sends to Bob a structure that contains the
following fragments:
1. The real name Alice and the salt value SA encrypted with the public key
of Bob, and the pseudonym PIDA, all together signed by PIDA who is the
moderator Alice.
2. The signing certificate of Alice, namely SignCertPIDA.
Bob sends a similar structure to Alice to reveal his identity to Alice. After Alice
knows the pseudonym of Bob and is assured that the user that hides behinds this
pseudonym and communicates on behalf of this pseudonym is indeed Bob, Alice
prepares and sends an invitation structure that consists of:
1. An invitation vector (inVector) in SAML format which states the role of the
newly invited user PIDB as a temporary member. The invitation vector is
issued and signed by PIDA - the moderator of the group PIDSICS .
2. The real name of the group SICS and the salt value SSICS for pseudonym
calculation check also encrypted with Bob’s public key.
3. The social certificate of the moderator PIDA so that it is possible to verify
that the invitation was issued by an authorized moderator of the group.
Upon the recipient of the invitation structure from Alice, Bob performs checks to
verify that Alice is indeed the moderator of the group SICS and that the invitation
vector contains correct information. After that there are two possible scenarios. Bob
can either activate the invitation by contacting the MSNP and presenting the invi-
tation vector from the invitation structure, if Bob has a connection to the MSNP, or
otherwise Bob can start directly communicating with other group members holding
a status of a temporary member.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the procedure of invitation activation. Bob authenticates
himself at the MSNP as PIDB as described in Section 6.2.4 and presents to the
MSNP the invitation vector which is an extraction from the invitation structure
that Bob received from Alice. The invitation vector is signed by Alice but the
signature appears as a signature by PIDA, the user which is registered with the
MSNP and the user that the MSNP knows as the creator of the group PIDSICS .
The MSNP needs to verify all this information and if correct sends in response a
new social certificate for Bob which states the role of Bob as member and is issued
and signed by the MSNP.
6.2.7 Mutual role validation
If it is not possible for Bob to immediately activate the invitation, e.g. due to a lost
connection to the MSNP or expensive roaming costs, Bob can nevertheless start
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communicating with other members of the social group but with limited commu-
nication privileges and holding a status of a temporary group member. Prior the
communication with another member of the group Bob and another member would
need to mutually validate the roles of each other.
Figure 6.9 illustrates the procedure of mutual role validation between Bob who is
a temporary member and holds the invitation vector obtained during the invitation
procedure from PIDA and Carol who is a permanent member of the group PIDSICS
and holds a valid social certificate issued and signed by the MSNP. First of all, users
perform mobile device pairing to establish the session key. Then they exchange
authentication certificates and perform mutual authentication using public keys
and the challenge/response scheme. After the mutual authentication is complete,
the users can optionally exchange special information structures to reveal their real
identities they hide behind their pseudonyms (Steps 4 and 5 in Figure 6.9 are similar
to Steps 4 and 5 in Figure 6.7). Finally, they exchange data structures which show
their roles within the same group PIDSICS . Bob presents the invitation vector
signed by the moderator PIDA and the social certificate of the moderator PIDA.
Carol sends her social certificate SocialCertC . Now Bob can verify the role of Carol
by looking at her social certificate. Carol in turn can verify that the invitation
was issued by an authorized moderator PIDA, that the signature of PIDA on
the invitation vector is valid and that the lifetime of the invitation vector has not
expired yet. After validating roles of each other, users can start communicating.
6.3 Pseudonym renewal procedure
The renewal of pseudonyms should take place at the level of the MNO which means
that the HSS should periodically assign new pseudonyms for subscribers, and at the
mobile social network level, which means that user clients should be configured the
way that the salt value changes with time. The validity of old and new pseudonyms
can overlap to ensure that there is a transitional period when both pseudonyms are
valid to ensure a smooth transition to new pseudonyms.



































The chapter provides an evaluation of the privacy-enhanced SWiN project design.
Figure 7.1 demonstrates two versions of the final SWiN architecture design with
support for user and group pseudonymity [SO11]. The major components of both
schemes are the Client, the MSNP and the MNO. The first scheme 7.1a corresponds
to the design in which the user registration procedure is based on the model de-
scribed in RFC5636 (see Section 6.2.3). In this scheme the RA and CA responsible
for issuance of anonymous user certificates are managed by different organizations,
i.e. the MSNP acts as a CA and the MNO as a RA. The second scheme 7.1b cor-
responds to the design that uses the light version of the user registration procedure
(see Section 6.2.3). This scheme does not require any involvement from the side of
the MNO and the MSNP performs roles of both the RA and CA.
7.1 Comparison of two design versions
The first version of the design that utilizes Version #1 of the registration procedure
(see Section 6.2.3) is considered to be more secure since the only trusted entity in
the scheme remains the MNO. In this scheme, the MSNP has no knowledge about
the real names of users and groups registered at the portal. Moreover, the binding
between the global pseudonym (TMSI) and the local pseudonym (PID) of a user
is validated during the registration procedure at the network operator side. The
validation is carried out by means of technical means of threshold cryptography
for digital signature scheme and blind signing technique [PPW+09]. In the second
version of the design which utilizes Version #2 of the registration procedure (see
Section 6.2.3), the MSNP is still trusted but only in the context of the binding
between the global pseudonym (TMSI) and the local pseudonym (PID) of a user.
Although the first scheme is more secure and effective in terms of identity protec-
tion, it is more cumbersome if compared to the second scheme. The involvement
of the MNO in the registration procedure burdens the MNO to validate all user
registrations which makes the design heavier.
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7.2 Principle design changes
The changes illustrated in Chapter 6 improve the SWiN initial design of the mobile
social network described in Chapter 4 by providing support for pseudonymity which
in turn allows for identity protection and user anonymity. The principle changes
can be summarized as follows:
1. Two levels of pseudonyms are introduced: global pseudonyms which are mobile
subscriber pseudonyms (TMSI) generated at the network operator side and
local user and group pseudonyms (PID) to be used within the mobile social
network and generated by users. The binding between a global and a local
pseudonym of a user is performed at the MSNP. The first design version offers
additional validation of the correct binding at the MNO side.
2. The modified design requires the usage of pseudonyms on GBA level as an im-
portant part of identity. The requirement guarantees the anonymity provided
by local pseudonyms.
3. Local user and group pseudonyms are generated at the client side. The cryp-
tographic hash function for pseudonym generation is based on salt values and
thus should withstand all known types of cryptanalytic attacks and reduce
the chances of impersonation attacks. Revealing of real user and group names
happens only in person during a direct mode communication between users,
thus, reducing chances for attacks. In addition, during user registration and
group creation the MSNP verifies whether there is no other user or group
registered under the same pseudonym.
4. In the modified design the trust in the MSNP is diminished. After the intro-
duced changes the MSNP has no knowledge about the real identities of users
and groups that are registered at the MSNP. The MSNP only binds global
pseudonyms (TMSIs) with local pseudonyms (PIDs) used within the network.
In Version #1 (see Figure 7.1a) the network operator remains the only trusted
entity. In Version #2 (see Figure 7.1b) the MSNP is only trusted for correct
binding.
5. Basic data structures such as user certificates and membership assertions con-
tain only user and group pseudonyms (privacy-preserving identifiers) and thus
can be securely transferred over the network.
6. The use of anonymous certificates in X.509 v3 format in which the Subject
field contains user pseudonyms instead of real identifiers is introduced for user
authentication and signing certificates.
7. SAML standard with support for the use of pseudonyms inside SAML as-
sertion structures is proposed to represent membership assertions, i.e. social
certificates and invitation vectors.
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8. User group roles are defined as: creator, moderator, member, temporary mem-
ber.
7.3 Open issues
Issues which remain open after the present study can be summarized as follows:
1. The complexity of hash function for pseudonym generation is not studied.
2. In close vicinity it is easy for an adversary to determine the pseudonym of a
user by passively monitoring the network and by being familiar with all the
parties who communicate.
3. Scenarios of user and group pseudonym renewal procedures are not studied.
4. The problem of having several moderators in the same group is not addressed.
How fast can the information about a new moderator propagate among the
group members? Which constraints does it add in case two temporary mem-
bers cannot validate each other’s roles due to the fact of being invited to the
group by different moderators?
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(a) Architecture design: Version#1.
(b) Architecture design: Version#2.
Figure 7.1: Two versions of the modified SWiN architecture design [SO11].
Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
8.1 Conclusions
The Master’s thesis covers the privacy aspects of the secure identification design
proposed within the project "Social Wireless Network Secure Identification" carried
out in collaboration between SICS, Ericsson and Sony Ericsson. The thesis provides
thorough details and understanding of the technologies that enable the architecture
design of the novel mobile social network and particularly addresses the privacy
issues and challenges related to its identity management. Two major contributions
are given to the SWiN project during the work on the present thesis. The first
contribution is a broad theoretical study on privacy in the context mobile social
networking (Chapter 3). The second contribution is the proposal for changes to im-
prove the privacy preserving capability of the mobile social network. The proposed
modifications are based on the evaluation of the initial design against potential
risks and threats to user identity privacy (Chapter 4-6). The design improvement
is achieved through enhancing identity management by introducing user and group
pseudonyms to remove the use of real identifiers within the mobile social network.
The work on the thesis is divided into several phases which are carried out
according to the research goals outlined in Section 1.4: 1) theoretical background
studies, 2) evaluation of the initial design of the mobile social network and problem
statement formation, 3) proposal for modifications, and 4) evaluation of the ultimate
privacy enhanced design. All the research goals are archived during the thesis
project.
The theoretical background of the thesis work covers two major blocks of stud-
ies: overview of mobile social networking with a focus on related privacy issues and
the study of the core technologies on which the SWiN secure identification design
for a mobile social network is built. The background studies start from looking
at different approaches to privacy analysis in social networks. Different architec-
tures of social networks, e.g. centralized and decentralized models, are studied and
related advantages and challenges are discussed. A number of research projects
aiming to improve privacy protection and create a privacy-preserving social net-
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work are analyzed and compared. Next, the move of social networks into mobile
space is observed. The thesis includes the study of several research projects which
propose mobile social networks by combining existing mobile communication with
the wireless connectivity functionality of mobile devices. Functionality of mobile
social networks and the privacy aspects of the technology, such as LBS, direct wire-
less communication, RFID, etc. Legal aspects were considered. Recommendations
and privacy threats list according to ENISA are presented. Finally, the background
studies cover such technology as mobile telecommunication standard GBA which
is the protocol on which the SWiN project design is built on. In addition, two de-
vice pairing protocols MANA and ViDPSec for mutual device authentication over
a visual channel which are used by the project are studied.
The thesis work gives a detailed evaluation of the the initial SWiN secure iden-
tification design [SIC], [Naw11]. Special focus on privacy aspects of the design and
particularly on identity management is given during the evaluation. Particularly
the procedures of user registration, authentication, group membership acquisition,
and group invitation, are examined and analyzed step by step. The following di-
rection of the thesis work is identified as protection of user identity privacy and is
formulated in a problem statement as a separate chapter of this work.
The proposal for design modifications and changes is based on introducing user
and group pseudonyms to replace real identities. Two levels of pseudonyms are
considered: mobile subscriber pseudonyms at the level of mobile carrier and local
pseudonyms used within the mobile social network. The global pseudonym is linked
with his local pseudonym achieving the fact that only the trusted mobile operator
can retrieve the real identity of a user upon a special request. The MSNP remains
untrusted and has no knowledge except the pseudonyms. Users prior communication
must exchange the information about their identities. Thus, only friends are able
to links pseudonyms with real names. As a result, the modified procedures of
registration, group creation and group invitation are presented. In addition, a
pseudonym generation algorithm is proposed.
The final evaluation of the design is presented in the Chapter 7. The evaluation
provides a summary of the introduced changes and gives a short comparison of two
versions of the modified design.
8.2 Future work
First of all, to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed modifications one could im-
plement and realize them in a real prototype system. Also, the proposed privacy
enhancements imply that the system becomes quite complex, so one would like to
study the usability aspects of the proposed approach. Some other directions for the
future work in the context of privacy protection within the SWiN project are:
1. The study of user and group pseudonym renewal procedures including scenar-
ios of transition states.
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2. The study of group key renewal procedures and the problem of backward and
forward confidentiality.
3. The study of cases in which social groups have several moderators.
4. The representation of membership assertions as SAML assertions.
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Appendix A
Invitation vector in SAML format
(Example)
<Asse r t i on ID="_33776a319493ad607b7ab3e689482e45 "
I s s u e I n s t an t="2011−07−17T20 : 3 1 : 4 1Z">
<Is sue r>Al ice </I s sue r>
<Signature >... </ Signature>
<Subject>
<NameID>Bob</NameID>
<SubjectConf i rmat ion



















</ds : X509Cer t i f i ca te>
</ds : X509Data>
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NotBefore="2011−07−17T23 : 2 6 : 3 1Z"
NotOnOrAfter="2011−07−18T23 : 2 6 : 3 1Z">
</Condit ions>
<Attr ibuteStatement>






Social certificate in SAML format
(Example)
<Asse r t i on ID="_33776a319493ad607b7ab3e689482e45 "
I s s u e I n s t an t="2011−07−17T20 : 3 1 : 4 1Z">
<Is sue r>MSNP</Is sue r>
<Signature >... </ Signature>
<Subject>
<NameID>Alice </NameID>
<SubjectConf i rmat ion



















</ds : X509Cer t i f i ca te>
</ds : X509Data>
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NotBefore="2011−07−17T20 : 1 5 : 2 7Z"
NotOnOrAfter="2011−07−24T20 : 1 5 : 2 7Z">
</Condit ions>
<Attr ibuteStatement>
<Attr ibute Name="groupRole :SWiN">
<Attr ibuteValue>Moderator</Attr ibuteValue>
</Attr ibute>
</Attr ibuteStatement>
</Assert ion>
